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Abstract:  In this paper we prove the probabilistic continuous complexity conjecture.  In
continuous complexity theory, this states that the complexity of solving a continuous problem
with probability  converges (as converges to 0), the complexity of solving the same"  $ $
problem in its worst case.  We prove the conjecture holds if and only if space of problem
elements is uniformly convex.  The non-uniformly convex case has a striking counterexample
in the problem of identifying a Brownian path in Wiener space, where it is shown that
probabilistic complexity converges to only of the worst case complexity in the 0half $ Ä
limit.
1. Introduction
        In this paper we consider a situation in which probabilistic continuous complexity theory
can be compared to worst case complexity, where problem elements are restricted to bounded 
sets.  In [TWW] it is conjectured (section 8.5) that probabilisitc complexity of a continuous
probelm converges to its worst case complexity as the allowed probability of error $
approaches 0.  Here we prove this conjecture, showing that convergence of probabilistic
complexity to worst case complexity generically holds under weak hypotheses.  However,
there are some basic and surprising situations in which this does not occur, even at the level of
information complexity (which provides lower bounds for full complexity).
 Specifically, in the approximation of Brownian motion with partial data (under Wiener
measure), it turns out that the  limit of probabilistic complexity does always$ Ä ! not 
approach worst case complexity (see [Ko] for the original analysis and proof of this fact).  In
fact, if we ignore a set of Brownian paths of arbitrarily small probability, the maximum error
of an approximation algorithm can be cut in half.  This can occur whether or not we restrict
ourselves to standard information operations (those where information consists of pointwise
function values).  This counterintuitive phenomenon can only occur in normed linear spaces
which are not uniformly convex, such as Wiener space.
 We will mention some background and motivation for this problem.  Probabilistic
complexity is a standard approach in the context of classical discrete complexity theory, where
complexities of such problems as primality testing and theorem checking can be significantly
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2reduced if algorithms are allowed to fail with arbitrarily small probabilities.  In continuous
complexity, probabilistic approaches have been taken in the context of full information (for
example, in the context of finding zeroes of polynomials, see [Sm]), and partial information
(e.g., [W], [TWW]).
 Let us consider probabilistic complexity in the more specific context of the recovery of
functions.  Suppose  is a Banach space of functions on a measure space , and   isJ \ F § J0
convex and balanced.  Given , we wish to identify  from partial information of the0 − J 0
form  .   More generally, we are interested in information ofR0 œ Ð0ÐB Ñß 0ÐB Ñßá ß 0ÐB ÑÑ" # 8
the form     where    are linear functionals.  From theRJ œ ÐP Ð0Ñß P Ð0Ñßá ßP Ð0ÑÑß P" # 8 3
strict viewpoint of recovering functions, the present paper will study lower bounds (based on
purely informational limits) on the errors of algorithms  for recovering  from ,9 0 R0
comparing lower bounds in the probabilistic case with lower bounds in the worst case.  These
lower bounds determined by radii of information.  We will then augment these results to ones
which analyze full complexities of algorithms for recovering functions (Theorem 12).   
 We will give a general description of results here, leaving formal definitions to Section
2.  Let  be a linear map between two spaces  and .  Let  (the informationW J K R À J   Ä ‘8
operator) be linear.  Let  be a probability measure with support in a bounded, convex,.
balanced set .  We study probabilistically the complexity of approximating  with aJ § J W!
composition  with  of finite rank.  The parameter  is a small  probability with9 $‰ R Ð Ñ ,R
which we are allowed to break a given tolerance  in the approximation.  We investigate%
when, as   , problem parameters e.g., radius of information, complexity  approach$ Ä ! Ð Ñ
those of the worst case problem, i.e., that requiring  accuracy in all cases.%
 This paper partially extends a result of Heinrich [H] in which  consists of functions inJ
a periodic Sobolev space.  Heinrich explicitly estimated the probabilistic cardinalities of$
information for problem elements in a ball of radius , in the limits of large  and small .  He; ; $
showed that for  the Sobolev imbedding operator, the  limit of probabilisticW Ä !$
complexity for estimating  is the same as in the worst case.  Other estimates relating worstW0
case and probabilistic complexity have appeared in [TWW] (§8.5).
 The results of this paper involve several natural questions related to the above.  Initially
we study whether the  probabilistic model has the same radii of information and$ œ !
complexity as the worst case model.  This asks essentially whether sets of measure  can make!
a difference in analytic complexity.  That is, do “impossible" sets of functions (sets of
probability ) make a difference in the worst case complexity, in that worst case complexity!
can be decreased by removal of such functions from consideration?  The short answer in
general linear settings is "no".  More precisely, we show that in linear probabilistic settings
(and uniformly convex ), the  probabilistic setting is identical, with regard to -J œ !$ %
cardinality, to the worst case setting.  It does not make things better to remove sets of measure
! for worst case error.
 However, remark 2 after the proof of the theorem in Section 8 shows that in some
(rather unrealistic) models of dependence of cost on information  and algorithms , it isR 9
possible to have sets of measure  which make a difference in full complexity (as opposed to!
just information complexity).  Theorem 12 below, however, also gives conditions under which
we may ignore sets of measure  as well in the full complexity setting; these conditions hold!
when more restricted and natural models of complexity are used.
 All results here cover a general class of measures on  (nonvanishing measures) whichJ
include orthogonally invariant and Gaussian measures.   We assume throughout (without loss)
3that the bounded, convex, balanced subset  (in which the unknown  is assumed toJ © J 0!
be) is in fact the unit ball of .J
 For the discussion of the case  , we have:$ œ !
Theorem 1À   Let  be a separable Banach space with a nonvanishing probability measure J .
on its unit ball .  Let  be a uniformly convex Banach space.  Let  be  bounded J K W! and linear
from  to .  Then the problem of approximating  in the  ``almost worst case"J K W œ ! Ð Ñ$
probabilistic setting is equivalent in terms of radius and cardinality of information to the
worst case setting.
 This theorem is a corollary to the proof of Theorems 2 and 3 (see below).
 Let Rad  denote the radius of a set  in a metric space.  We also mention a more basicE E
fact than the above theorem:
Corollary: Let be a convex set in a uniformly convex Banach space and  be aE J  .
nonvanishing measure on  Then for any set  of measure  J I !ß œ.   Rad RadÐE µ IÑ ÐEÑÞ
 We will also show that for a fixed information operator , the probabilistic radius ofN
information converges to the worst case radius of information as .  Letting be$ Ä ! V$
probÐRÑ
the probabilistic radius of information of  (again with allowance for excluding a set ofR
probability  consisting of the most difficult problem elements), and  be the worst$ V ÐRÑwor
case radius, we have:
Theorem 2À   Under the same hypotheses as in Theorem , lower error bounds in the"
probabilistic setting approximate those in the worst case setting for a fixed adaptive
information operator  as R Ä !À$
V ÐRÑ V ÐRÑÞ$
prob worÒ$ Ä !
 The proof of this theorem follows easily from the proof of Theorem 3 below.
 We define the  minimal radius of information   to be the infimum of 8 V V ÐRÑ>2 8wor wor
over all (adaptive) information operators  with the analogous definition for theR À J Ä ß‘.
8 V V ÐRÑ>2 minimal probabilistic radius  as an infimum over radii By -cardinality$ß8 8
prob prob .  %
we mean the smallest cardinality  for an information operator  for which the radius of8 R
information is  or less.  Thus the -cardinality (as a function of ) is essentially an inverse to% % %
the minimal radius (as a function of ).8 8>2
 We will prove convergence of probabilistic -cardinality to worst case cardinality, or%
equivalently, of the minimal probabilistic radius to the minimal worst case radius.  The proof
is technical, relying on the fact that in a uniformly convex Banach space, a set's radius is
essentially supported on finite dimensional subsets.
Theorem 3À   For , and  as in Theorem 1, let  be linear and bounded.   ThenJßK W À J Ä K.
the probabilistic minimal radius of information of cardinality    satisfies8 V Ð8Ñ$
prob
Ò$ Ä !V Ð8Ñ 8
wor ,  where the latter the minimal worst case radius of information of cardinality  .
4Thus the probabilistic -cardinality of this problem converges to the worst case -cardinality% %
as  , at any value of  where worst case -cardinality is continuous in .$ % % %Ä !
Remark:  We show here that we cannot remove the assumption that  is uniformly convex.K
Consider the case where  is Wiener space, consisting of all continuous functions  onJ 0Ð>Ñ
Ò!ß "Ó 0Ð!Ñ œ ! J with .  We place the Gaussian Wiener measure on , obtaining a canonical
probability measure on all Brownian paths.  Let  be standard Wiener measure, conditioned to.
the unit ball , so that for J E § J ß! !
. ( (ÐEÑ ´ ÐEÑÎ ÐJ Ñß!
where  is the standard Wiener measure.(
 We use the usual  norm on ,G J!
m0Ð>Ñm œ l0Ð>ÑlÞ Þ ÑP
>−Ò!ß"Ó
_ sup (1 1
Let the space (in which we will measure error of approximation) also be Wiener space, butK
with a different norm.  For , let0 − K
m0m œ m0m l0Ð"Î#ÑlP_  + 
    
Let  be the identity  (we view  and  as the same space, using W À J Ä K WÐ0Ñ œ 0 J K K
because it has the error metric (1.1) ( which interests us).  The metric in  differentiatesK
among paths  strongly by their values at , so that extra weight is given, e.g., to the0Ð>Ñ "Î#
random walker's position at noon.
 We show first that for the (standard) information operator , the radius ofR0 œ 0Ð"Î#Ñ
information  for all , while showing that the probabilisticV ÐRÑ œ "  ! V ÐRÑ œ #$ $
prob wor$ , 
radius need not approach the worst case radius for a fixed information operator.  To do this we
first evaluate the worst case radius.  Thus
V ÐRÑ œ mW0  ÐR0Ñm
œ m0  ÐCÑm
œ m0  ÐCÑm  l0Ð"Î#ÑÑ  ÐCÑ Ð"Î#Ñlß
wor inf sup
inf sup
inf sup
9 ‘
9 ‘
9 ‘
À ÄK 0 −J
À ÄK 0 −J
À ÄK 0 −J
P
!
!
!
_
9
9
9 9
(1.2)
where above .  Above,  is a function (our best estimate of ) which weC ´ Ð"Î#Ñ ÐCÑ 09
evaluate at  .> œ "Î#
 We now show the above infimum is 2.  Consider the value of the expression on the right
side of 1 2  for functions  with .  Then whatever the function Ð Þ Ñ 0 0Ð"Î#Ñ œ " Ð ÐCÑÑÐ † Ñ œ9
Ð Ð"ÑÑÐ † Ñ Ð Þ Ñ9 , the value of the expression whose supremum is on the right of (1.10) 1 2  can be
made arbitrarily close to two, using such   Indeed, the first term  can0 − J Þ m0  ÐCÑm! P9 _
be made arbitrarily close to  given the right  (still with ).  On the"  l ÐCÑ Ð"Î#Ñl 0 0Ð"Î#Ñ œ "9
other hand, the second term in 1 2  for the same  equalsÐ Þ Ñ 0
5l"  ÐCÑ Ð"Î#Ñl   "  l ÐCÑ Ð"Î#Ñlß Ð Þ Ñ # V ÐRÑ   #Þ9 9   yielding that 1 2  is at least  , so that  wor
It is not hard to see that in fact
V ÐRÑ œ # Ð Þ Ñwor . 1 2
We will show below that
V ÐRÑ œ "$
prob
for choice of , so that here deleting a set of arbitrarily small measure can reduce theany $  !
radius of information by a factor of one half.
 We now extend the above result on the worst case radius, showing that for all
information operators  of cardinality 1, the worst case radius is 2.  Thus let  beR V ÐRÑ Rwor  
an arbitrary bounded linear functional on .  Then again we haveJ
V ÐRÑ œ mW0  ÐR0Ñmwor inf sup
9 ‘À ÄK 0 −J!
9
œ m0  R0m  l0Ð"Î#ÑÑ  Ð R0ÑÐ"Î#Ñlßinf sup
9 ‘À ÄK 0 −J
_
!
9 9   
where above .  Note that  is a continuous function (best estimate of ),C ´ 0Ð"Î#Ñ R0 09
which we again evaluate at  in the second term above.  We now show the above infimum"Î#
is 2.  For note  is a closed subspace of , so that by the Hahn Banach theoremG Ò!ß "Ó G Ò!ß "Ó!! !
the dual  is contained in the Borel measures on .  Thus for any  there is aG Ò!ß "Ó Ò!ß "Ó R!! ‡
Borel measure  such that.
R0 œ 0 . Þ( .
 For fixed , we will now show that for any small , there is a function  such that. (  ! 0(
0 Ð"Î#Ñ œ "ß 0Ð>Ñ œ  " > l>  "Î#l  ß 0 .( ( for some  with  and  is independent of .( . ('
Indeed, if  has no point mass at then. > œ "Î#ß
. ( (Ò"Î#  ß "Î#  Ó Æ !
(Æ!
and so  becomes arbitrarily small, uniformly in , as .  Thus no matter what'"Î#"Î#(( 0 . 0 Ä !. (
the behavior of  in  can be adjusted outside this interval so as to0 Ò"Î#  ß "Î#  Ó 0( (
compensate in such a way that  is independent of .  On the other hand, if  has a' 0 .( . ( .
point mass of weight   at  then-  " > œ "Îß
( ( (0 . œ -0Ð"Î#Ñ  0 . œ -  0 . ß( ( (. . .w w
6where  is absolutely continuous at  so that the same argument works here, this.w > œ "Î#ß
time applied to the second term on the right.  This shows again that  is independent of R0( (
in this case.   Thus in both of these cases and for any ,9
sup
0 −J
P
!
_m0  R0m  l0Ð"Î#Ñ  Ð R0ÑÐ"Î#Ñl9 9
       
  m0  R0 m  l"  Ð R0 ÑÐ"Î#ÑlÞ Ð Þ Ñ( ( (9 9P_ 1 3
Note  is independent of , so if we choose  to be sufficiently small,9 ( (R0(
m0  R0 m lÐ  "Ñ  R0 Ð"Î#Ñl( ( (9 9P_  can be made arbitrarily close to  or a larger number,
since
0 Ð> Ñ œ  "( "  
for some  with , while  is a fixed continuous function, so for  small,> l>  "Î#l Ÿ R0" " ( 9 ((
9 9R0 Ð> Ñ R0 Ð"Î#Ñ( ("  is arbitrarily close to .  Therefore, the expression in the supremum on
the left of 1 3  can be made arbitrarily close toÐ Þ Ñ
l"  Ð R0 ÑÐ"Î#Ñl  l"  Ð R0 ÑÐ"Î#Ñl œ #ß Ð Þ Ñ R9 9( ( so that by 1 3 , for any linear functional 
not completely supported at     > œ !ß
V ÐRÑ œ #Þ Ð Þ Ñwor . 1 4
If  is a unit point mass at   then 1 4  has already been proved in 1 2 , so that 1 4. > œ "Î#ß Ð Þ Ñ Ð Þ Ñ Ð Þ Ñ
holds in all cases.
 We now show that the probabilistic radius  is half of the worst case radius forV ÐRÑ$
prob
every .  Thus define the family of sets$  !
JÐ7Ñ œ Ö0 − J l l0Ð>Ñ  0Ð"Î#Ñl  " l>  "Î#l Ÿ "Î7×Þ!    for
This is very weak Lipschitz-type condition on .  Since  is a family of continuous0 − J J!
functions,
JÐ7Ñ J ÞÅ7 Ä _ !
so for measure  on  (Gaussian or otherwise),any / J!
/ /ÐJÐ7ÑÑ ÐJ ÑÞÅ7 Ä _ !
 Now consider radii of information for  with respect to this family.  ForR0 œ 0Ð"Î#Ñ
any , define for an E § J R À J Ä ‘.
VÐRß WEÑ ´ ÐWÐR ÐCÑ  EÑÑÞsup
C −
"
‘.
Rad
Then for any :7
7VÐRß WJÐ7ÑÑ œ ÐWÐR ÐCÑ  JÐ7ÑÑÑsup
C −
"
‘
Rad
œ Ö0 − WÐJÐ7ÑÑ À 0Ð"Î#Ñ œ C×sup
C −Ò"ß"Ó
Rad      
œ Ö0 − WJ 0Ð"Î#Ñ œ C l0Ð>Ñ  Cl  " l>  "Î#l Ÿ "Î7×Þsup
C −Ò"ß"Ó
!ÀRad    and    for    
But for any  one can check that the set whose radius is computed above has aC − Ò  "ß "Ó ß
center   such that- Ð>Ñ − JC7 !
- Ð"Î#Ñ œ Cß - Ð>Ñ œ ! l>  "Î#l   "Î7ßC7 C7   for
and  decreases (increases) monotonically to  as  increases.  Thus for a with- ! l>  "Î#l -C7 C7
the above properties we have for   with  that0 − WJÐ7Ñ 0Ð"Î#Ñ œ C
m0  - m œ m0  - m Ÿ "C7 C7 _ .
Thus for any C − Ò  "ß "Ó ß
Rad   and    forÖ0 − WJ À 0Ð"Î#Ñ œ C l0Ð>Ñ  Cl  " l>  "Î#l Ÿ "Î7× Ÿ "!
so by (1.16), VÐRß WJÐ7ÑÑ Ÿ "Þ
 It is not hard to show that the above inequality is an equality, so
VÐRß WJÐ7ÑÑ œ "Þ
Now define   Then  and since the probabilistic radius is"  œ ÐJÐ7ÑÑÞ !ß$ . $ Ò7 7 7 Ä_
V ÐRÑ ´ VÐRß WEÑß$ . $
prob inf
ÐEÑŸ"
we have that for  a positive integer,7
V ÐRÑ Ÿ VÐRß WJÐ7ÑÑ œ "Þ$7
prob
Thus for all $  !ß
V ÐRÑ  "Þ$wor
Thus we have an example where whereas V ÐRÑ œ #ß V ÐRÑ Ÿ "Þwor prob $
 Now taking infima over  to get minimal radii of information, we have by the aboveR
8V Ð"Ñ œ V ÐRÑ œ #ßwor wor
card
inf
Rœ"
  
while
V Ð"Ñ œ V ÐRÑ Ÿ "ß$ $
prob prob
card
inf
Rœ"
showing that for arbitrarily small , probabilistic radii of information (which represent lower$
bounds for error) can be quite different from worst case radii.
 The intuition here for the case  is the following.  In our error metric,R0 œ 0Ð"Î#Ñ
suppose we want to estimate a Brownian path  from knowing .  Then if we are0Ð>Ñ 0Ð"Î#Ñ
willing to ignore a set of arbitrarily small probability (essentially ignoring functions 0Ð>Ñ
which approach their values  very suddenly), we can cut error in half, no matter how0Ð"Î#Ñ
small a set we throw away.  This is  somewhat unexpected.  In this case it does not pay to heed
the worst case scenario, since functions whose possibility we are ignoring can have arbitrarily
small probabilities.
 This example can be extended to information operators  of higher cardinality, givingR
values of the Brownian path at several points, as opposed to just one.
 In addition, though the above example for Brownian motion involves a space F which is
non-separable, this is also not essential.  One can replace the Wiener space  by the followingJ
restriction  of Wiener space to a discrete sequence space.  Consider the set  of real-valued\ E
functions , defined only on  for  , with the0Ð"Î#  "Î8Ñ + œ "Î#  "Î8ß 8 œ "ß #ß $ßá8
property that  exists.  Endow  with the supremum norm, making it alim
8Ä_
0Ð"Î#  "Î8Ñ E
Banach space.  Note this space is separable, being the space of all real-valued sequences with
limits.  Now let us give  the following Gaussian measure.  First define a map  from E Q J
(Wiener space) into  by (thus  takes  to the sequence definedE QÐ0Ñ œ Ö0Ð"Î#  "Î8× Q 08
by its restriction on the points   It is easy to check that the functionÖ"Î#  "Î8×Þ
0Ð"Î#  "Î8Ñ E Q is indeed in .  Note also the map  is bounded with norm 1.  Define the
Gaussian measure  on  by defining, for any Borel set / E F § E ß
/ .ÐFÑ œ ÐQ ÐFÑÑÞ"
Since  is continuous, this defines a Borel measure on , and it is easy to check that it isQ E
Gaussian (note that applied to all cylinder sets the measure is clearly Gaussian).
 Using the arguments above, if we let the space  be endowed with the normF E
m0m œ m0m  l0Ð"Î#Ñ 0Ð"Î#Ñ ´ 0Ð"Î#  "Î8ÑÑßP 8Ä__  (where  and define the linearlim
operator  by , it can be shown in the same way as above that for the fixedW À E Ä F W0 œ 0
information operator for all , while for any linearR0 œ 0Ð"Î#Ñß V ÐRÑ Ÿ "  !$
prob $
functional  so that earlier comparison between worst case and probabilisticRßV ÐRÑ œ #ßwor
radii of information holds here.
 The above can be summarized in:
Theorem 4:   Let be all continuous linear functionals or just linear functionals consistinga
of standard information, i.e., pointwise evaluation Then for  the identity operator from to.   W J
9K above (in either the Wiener space or its discrete restriction), the worst case radius
Vwor(evaluated as an infimum over ) is strictly larger, by a factor of at least 2, thana
lim
$ $Ä!
Vprob .  The same is true if we evaluate the above radii of information for the fixed
information operator R0 œ 0Ð"Î#Ñ Þ
 Thus Theorems 2 and 3 are false if uniform convexity for is not assumed.  K
Remarks: 1. This type of result of course extends to situations where the information
operators  have arbitrary cardinality n, with an appropriate modification of the norm on .R K
2.  This theorem shows there are scenarios in which total error can be cut in half (below that in
the worst case setting) in a completely risk-free way, by ignoring a set of problem elements
whose total probability is arbitrarily small.
 We also remark that though one might suspect on the basis of Theorem 3 that the
probabilistic limit is the same as the worst case limit for a much more general class of
measures than the nonvanishing ones defined here (see Def. 2 2) this is definitely not the case,Þ
even for the class of measures which (along with their conditionals and marginals) are
nonvanishing on all open sets.  To see this, consider with Euclidean norm, and theJ œ ‘#  
measure  restricted to the unit ball  and normalized, where  is Lebesgue. / - -œ ‚ J!
measure and  is the point measure  with , and  an enumeration of/ $! !
3 3
3 B 3 3 3œ"
_- - œ " ÖB ×3
the rationals in .  It can be shown that the marginals and conditionals of  can be chosen in‘ /
such a way that they do not vanish on any open set.  However, it can also be shown that the
identification problem with : the identity has where  is the minimalW V œ " V   J Ä J! ! " "wor wor, 
worst case radius of information for information of cardinality , while R =0 for all ,"  !$ß"
prob  $
where  denotes the minimal -probabilistic radius for information of cardinality 1.V$ß"
prob $
 As corollaries of the results used for analyzing the worst case limit of probabilistic
recovery, there are others of basic interest in the geometry of Banach space and in its
applications to continuous complexity.  Though some of these are presumably known in the
theory of Banach spaces, they are listed here for completeness.
Proposition 5:  Let and be Banach spaces and let  be  linear.  Let J K R À J Ä W À J  ‘8
Ä K F © J  be a continuous linear operator.  Then for a closed convex set, the function 
VÐRß CÑ ´ ÐRß CÑRad  , WÐR ÐCÑ  FÑ" is continuous in taken in the uniform operator
topology crossed with the topology of  in the interior  of the support of the function if‘n, , M V
the operators are restricted to have given fixed rank R 8 
Proposition 6:   Every set in a uniformly convex Banach space has a unique center.
Proposition 7:   Let  be a Banach space, and  be a uniformly convex Banach space.J K
Given arbitrary adaptive or nonadaptive) information N a strongly optimal algorithm for( , 
approximating  always exists and is unique.W À J Ä K  
Proposition 8:  In a uniformly convex Banach space the radius functional is continuous in the
10
topology of set convergence, in that if     thenE Eß8 Å8Ä_   Rad RadÐE Ñ ÐEÑÞ8 Ò8 Ä _
Proposition 9:   In any separable uniformly convex Banach space , the radius of a set  isJ I
the supremum of the radii of its finite subsets,
Rad    RadÐIÑ œ ÐGÑsup
G ©IßG  finite
Þ
Proposition 10: For a fixed adaptive or nonadaptive information operator and a convexR  
set  in a Banach space the -radius of  is supported on finite dimensionalE J R VÐRßEÑ E,  
subsets.  That is, for any set there exist finite dimensional subsets such thatE E © E  8
VÐRßE Ñ VÐRßEÑÞ R8 Ò8 Ä _  The same is true for partially defined information operators .
 We also prove a result on the relationship of alternative definitions of average
complexity (using  norms instead of  norms), to worst case complexity.P P: #
Theorem 11:  , Assume  is a nonvanishing measure supported on the unit ball with. J § J!
J W À J Ä K K separable Banach space, and is a bounded linear operator, with ,  a
uniformly convex Banach space.  Define the -average local radius of information:
analogously to the average radius, but using an norm,P:  
V ÐRÑ œ mW0  W2ÐR0Ñm . Ð0Ñ Þ: 2À ÄJ J
:
"Î:
avg inf
‘8 Œ ( .
Then as  : Ä _ß
V:avg worÐRÑ V ÐRÑÞÒ: Ä _
Further if we take infima over  of cardinality ,, R 8
lim
8Ä_ :ß8
V Ðavg wor wor
rank
œ V ´ V ÐRÑÞ Þ Ñ8 Rœ8inf 1 5
In addition, for the corresponding -cardinalities of information%
card card:
avg worÐ Ñ Ð Ñß% Ò %: Ä _
for every  at which is continuous.% cardwor 
 Above, the infima over operators  are taken over the class with cardinalityR worst case 
8, as opposed to average cardinality.  This is because it does not make sense to take infima
over information operators  of average cardinality  in the definition of  as R R V Ð8Ñ ::avg
Ä_ : œ _Ñ 8, since in the worst case (i.e., essentially  setting, -radius of information is
defined as an infimum over the class of operators  of worst case cardinality , as opposed toR 8
11
average cardinality .  The statement of the theorem changes if we define the -average radius8 :
of information of order  by taking infima over  of cardinality , to say that8 R 8average 
generically the convergence in 1 5  does not occur, since then different definitions ofÐ Þ Ñ
cardinality would be used on the right and left sides.
 We define the  of a set  in a Banach space  as a naturaladaptive Gelfand -radius8 E J
generalization of the Gelfand -width, more appropriate to the notion of adaptive estimation.8
Namely, let the adaptive Gelfand radius (or just Gelfand radius) of order  of the set  be8 E
defined as
V ÐEÑ œ ÐR ÐCÑ  EÑÞ8 RÀJÄ ßR C −
"wor
 adaptive
inf sup
‘ ‘8 8
   Rad
As opposed to the standard notion of a Gelfand -width, this measures a radius minimized8
over the intersections of the set  with larger classes of subspaces.E
 This notion of radius, when applied to a set  of problem elements in a normed linearJ!
space , gives exactly the adaptive radius of information.  It is interesting to ask how thisJ
radius of information changes with varying  information.  Assume that there is aa priori
nonadaptive information operator , and we are given information that our problemQ a priori 
element  satisfies .  In this case, what is the smallest error (radius of0 − J Q0 œ D!
information) in approximating  using -adaptive information?  More specifically, does this0 8
error vary continuously with  and ?  We conjecture it does, and prove a partial resultQ D
(lower semicontinuity) on the minimum error in this situation (Theorem 11).
 Another important motivation for this result has to do with the fact that the adaptive
Gelfand radius can be defined recursively (assuming the adaptive information  is given asR
ÐP ßP ßá ßP ÑÑ" # 8  by:
V ÐEÑ œ ÐR ÐCÑ  EÑ8 RÀJÄ àR C
"wor
adaptive
inf sup
‘.
   Rad
œ V ÐP ÐCÑ  EÑÞinf sup
PÀJÄ àP C
8"
"
‘  linear
     
It is sometimes useful to know that in this recursive definition,   is lowerV ÐP ÐCÑ  EÑ8" "wor
semicontinuous in     and    We have the following theorem.C PÞ
Theorem 12:   Let F and G be Banach spaces with F separable and G uniformly convex, and
let N: F   be nonadaptive information operators assumed to remain of fixed rank.Ä ] œ ‘8
Let  be a continuous linear operator.  Then the function  W À J Ä K VÐRß CßFÑ ´ Rad
WÐR ÐCÑ  FÑ ÐRß CÑß M"   is lower semicontinuous in in the interior  of the support of the
function Here we assume the topology of uniform convergence on , i.e., that V R.  a Ò5 8 Ä _
R 3 C ßá ß C ß P ÐC ßá ß C Ñ P ÐC C ßá ß C Ñ  if for each and each choice " 3" 53 " 3" 3 "ß # 3"Ò5 Ä _
in the uniform topology on linear functionals, where is the component of P 3 R53 5  .th
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 Finally, we consider computational complexity, by taking algorithms into account.
Results in [TWW, section 8.5.4] on optimality of spline algorithms do not apply here, since
we are not dealing with Gaussian measures, nor with the entire space , but a measure J .
restricted to a bounded convex subset .J!
 Nevertheless, we show that under the most general model of combinatory cost for the
algorithm , we can talk not only about the approach of the cardinality of information to the9
worst case limit as , but also regarding full computational complexity.  We will assume$ Ä !
that the combinatory cost denoted by cost ,  of the optimal algorithms  may haveÐ RÐ0ÑÑ9 9
any dependence on the operator  and information .  Our theorem applies to anyR C œ R0
situation in which uniformly continuous families of optimal (i.e., optimal on a set of
probability ) probabilistic algorithms exist.  This occurs, for example, if we restrict to"  $
linear algorithms of some uniform bound, to any class of uniformly continuous , or in any9
situation where we can prove uniformly continuous families of -optimal algorithms exist.$
The theorem shows also that if the hypothesis of some type of continuity is taken away, the
statement that probabilistic complexity approaches worst case complexity is false.
 Throughout our discussion we assume we are dealing with an allowed class  ofF
algorithms (e.g., all algorithms, all continuous algorithms, all linear algorithms, etc.).  All
infima over  will be assumed to be over this class.  The probabilistic computational9
complexity has the form
comp$Ð Ñ œ%
inf sup inf sup
F . $àR 0 −J ÐE Ñ " 0 −E
Ö- R  Ð ßRÐ0ÑÑ À m ÐRÐ0ÑÑ  W0m Ÿ ×ß card cost
!
9 9 %
$ $
where  denotes the cost of each information operation, and cost( ,  denotes the so-- RÐ0ÑÑ9
called combinatory cost of using information  and the algorithm  to arrive at anRÐ0Ñ 9
approximation .  Above and henceforth it is assumed that the infimum over  is9ÐRÐ0ÑÑ E$
taken only over .  Worst case complexity comp has the same form as above,E © J Ð Ñ$ ! wor %  
with  replaced by  and the infimum over  eliminated.E J E$ $!
 Define
cost costÐ ßRÑ œ Ð ß RÐ0ÑÑß9 9sup
0 −J!
comp( ,N)=c card cost (1.6)9 9R  Ð ßRÑ
(1.28)
and
/ Ð ßRÑ œ m ÐRÐ0ÑÑ  W0mÞ$
. $
9 9inf sup
ÐE Ñ " 0 −E$ $
We will prove:
Theorem 13: (i) Let  and  be Banach spaces,  be a continuous operator, andJ K W À J Ä K
. % be a nonvanishing measure on the unit ball of .  Assume the worst case -complexityJ J!  
is bounded for all .  Then if for given  and arbitrarily small  there exist information% % $
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operators N and algorithms and the$ $ $ $  such that comp( ) comp    9$ − ßR  Ð Ñ !F 9 % Ò$ Ä !
9 $$ÐCÑ C are continuous in , uniformly in , it follows that the probabilistic complexity
approaches worst case complexity, i.e.,
comp comp$Ð Ñ Ð ÑÞ% Ò %$ Ä !
wor
(ii) isif either of the assumptions regarding bounded complexity or continuity of the  9
removed, assertion (i) becomes false.
2. Background and Definitions
 Throughout this paper, we refer to terminology and formalism more fully described in
[TWW].  Hilbert and Banach spaces will be real unless otherwise specified.  Our theorems
will generally deal with classes of nonvanishing measures on a Banach space (see definition
below).  This includes Gaussian and more general classes.  A more general collection of
measures on a Banach space is the so called .  In infinite orthogonally invariant measures
dimension, this is the class of measures  with.
. !ÐFÑ œ 1 . Ð>Ñ Ð Þ Ñ"
>
( Œ È!_ 2 1
for every Borel set  where  is a fixed Gaussian measure on , and  a measure on  F © Jß 1 J !
‘  such that
( (
! !
_ _
. Ð>Ñ œ > . Ð>Ñ œ "Þ! !
In infinite dimension, such measures coincide with the so called  elliptically contoured
measures.  In finite dimension, orthogonally invariant measures can be defined as measures
with constant densities on scaled families of ellipses, i.e., measures  with densities.
AÐmQBmÑß Q A À Ä where  is s positive definite linear transformation, and  is‘ ‘ 
properly normalized.
 We now give the essentials of probabilistic analytic complexity see W .Ð Ò ÓÑ
Definition 2.1:  Let  be a linear space.  An linear operator  is called aJ R À J Ä ‘8
nonadaptive adaptive information operator.  An operator is called an R À J Ä ‘8
information operator if
RJ œ ÐP 0ß P ÐC Ñ0 ß P ÐC ß C Ñ0 ßá ßP ÐC ßá ß C Ñ0Ñß" # " $ " # 8 " 8"
where each  is a bounded linear functional (by convention of norm 1) which isP ÐC ßá ß C Ñ3 " 3"
allowed to depend in any way on  where by definitionC ßá ß C ß" 3"
C ´ P 0Þ3 3
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Definition 2 2  Þ À  Let  be a Banach space with unit ball  and a probability measure  on .J F F.
Let  be a linear map from  into a Banach space .   Let   be an informationW J K R À J Ä ‘8
operator.  Let .  The probabilistic radius  is defined by ! Ÿ Ÿ "$ V ÐRÑ$
prob
V ÐRÑ ´ VÐRß WEÑß #Þ#$ . $
prob       (2.2)inf
E§J ß ÐEÑ "!
where  is the radius of information of the operator  with information  on theVÐRß WEÑ W R
admissible set , i.e.,E
VÐRß WEÑ œ ÐWÐR ÐCÑ  EÑÑÞ   Radsup
C −
"
‘8
 We should note that the Definition 2.2 is different from the form in which it appears
elsewhere, e.g., in [TWW].  There the definition is made as follows.  First for a given function
(algorithm)  we define the probabilistic error    by:9 ‘ 9 $À Ä Kß / Ð ßRß Ñ. prob
/ mWÐ0Ñ  ÐR0ÑÑmßprob( ,N, )     =      9 $ 9inf sup
Eà ÐEÑ " 0 −E. $
where again all sets  in the infimum are understood to be contained in .  Then theE J!
probabilistic radius there is defined by
V ÐRÑ œ / Ð ßRß ÑÞ$ 9
prob probinf 9 $
However, we see that therefore
V ÐRÑ œ mWÐ0Ñ  ÐRÐ0ÑÑm$ . $ 9
prob inf inf sup
EÀ ÐEÑ " 0 −E
9
œ mWÐ0Ñ  ÐRÐ0ÑÑm
œ mWÐ0Ñ  1m
œ ÐWÐR
inf inf sup sup
inf sup inf
inf sup
EÀ ÐEÑ " C− 0 −R ÐCÑE
EÀ ÐEÑ " C− 1−K 0 −R ÐCÑE
EÀ ÐEÑ " C−
. $ 9 ‘
. $ ‘
. $ ‘
. "
. "
.
9
sup
Rad "
EÀ ÐEÑ "
ÐCÑ  EÑÑ
œ VÐRß WEÑßinf
. $
as in (2.2).
Definition 2 3Þ À  Let  be a Banach space and  a finite Borel measure on  .  We call J F © J . .
nonvanishing if for every finite dimensional subspace  of , the conditional measure  ofY J .U
. . restricted to  satisfies  for every  with positive LebesgueU Y ÐT Ñ  ! T © Y  F
measure, and the same holds for the marginal measure on any finite dimensional subspace U
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with respect to a complementary subspace.  Thus Lebesgue measure is absolutely continuous
with respect to  on finite dimensional restrictions..
 If  is a Borel measure on  and  is a marginal measure of , the corresponding. . .F "
conditional measures are defined only up to  in sets of -measure ; thus we define .Ð † lCÑ C !.1
two sets of conditionals and  to be equivalent if they differ only on a set of -. .Ð † lCÑ ÎÐ † lCÑ C
y-measure .  Thus, more precisely, we say a measure  is nonvanishing if for every marginal! .
measure , the set of equivalent families of conditional measures  has a member . ." CÖ Ð † lCÑ×
such that Lebesgue measure is absolutely continuous with respect to it for all .C
Definition 2.4  À  Let  be a probability space with measure , and  with .J ÐFÑ  !. .!  ,F © J
Then the  is the measure concentrated on  (with domain  isrestriction B. .œ l! F ÖI  F À I
.!-measurable  defined by×Ñ
. ..ÐIÑ œ
ÐIÑ
ÐFÑ
!
!
 
for  and -measurable.   . I © F I .!
 We now prove Proposition 5 on the continuity of the radius of information.  We require
the following definitions and lemma:
Definitions 2.5  À  We will let  denote the distance in the metric induced by the norm of .d J
We will also denote  as the distance in  if there is no confusion.  Let  denote the interior of. K M
the set has fixed rank   and  As usual  denotes the   ÖÐRß CÑ À R 5 VHÐRß CÑ Á !×Þ F ÐBÑ%
closed ball of radius  about the point .% B
Definition 2.6:  Let  be the distance in a metric space , and assume the usual notion of. Q
distance   between a point and a set.  Let .   Denote the.Ð1ß Z Ñ œ .Ð1ß 0Ñ Z ß Z © Qinf
0 −Z
" #ß  
maximal set distance between  and  by  Z Z ÐZ ß Z Ñ œ .Ð1ß Z Ñß .Ð1ß Z Ñ Þ" # " # # "
1−Z 1−Z
$ max sup supŒ 
" #
Lemma 1À   If  and  are sets in a Banach space  and then[ [ \ Ð[ ß[Ñ8 8$ Ò8 Ä _!  , 
Rad    RadÐ[ Ñ Ð[ÑÞ8 Ò8 Ä _
 Proof  Rad . À Ð[ Ñ ´ We have    Further, for any 8
0 −\
inf sup
1 −[8
m0  1m  !ß%
     RadÐ[Ñ  œ m0  1m % %inf sup
0 −\ 1−[
Œ 
Ÿ m0  1m œ Ð[ Ñinf sup
0 −\ 1−[
8
8
Rad
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  Ÿ m0  1m  œinf sup
0 −\ 1−[
Œ % RadÐ[Ñ  %
 
for n sufficiently large.  Hence   Rad Rad      . nÐ[ Ñ Ð[ÑÞ ÄÄ _8 Ò8 Ä _ 
Proof of Proposition 5     À ÐR ß C Ñ Ä ÐRß CÑ − MLet  in our topology.  We will show that8 8
VÐR ß C Ñ VÐRß CÑß8 8 Ò8 Ä _   and hence the radius of information is continuous. Let
[ œ R ÐCÑ  F [ œ R ÐC Ñ  FÞ" "8 88  and  Our approach is to show that under the  above
assumption   ,  and hence the same is true of    so that$ Ò $Ð[ ß[Ñ ! ÐW[ ßW[Ñß8 88 Ä _
Rad Rad   by the sub-lemma, showing the radius of information isÐW[ Ñ ÐW[Ñ8 Ò8 Ä _
continuous.
             We show that    by contradiction as follows. irst, for any sets  $ ÒÐ[ ß[Ñ ! Z8 "8 Ä _
and if   eitherZ ß ÐZ ß Z  # ß# " #$ %
sup sup
0 −Z 0 −Z
# "
" #
.Ð0 ß Z Ñ   # .Ð0ß Z Ñ   # Þ% %or
In the first case we have    for some  ,  and in the second  F Ð0Ñ  Z œ gß 0 − Z F Ð0Ñ% %# "
 Z œ g 0 − Z Þ" #  for some  
 Thus assume for a contradiction that  does not go to , by taking $Ð[ ß[Ñ8 ! Ð
subsequences we will assume that  for all , for some   .  Hence at least$ % %Ð[ ß[Ñ  # 8  !Ñ8
one of the following will hold:
CASE I  for some subsequence  with  À Ö8 ×ß 0 − [  .F Ð0 Ñ [ œ g% 8 83 3 3 8 83 3
CASE II  for some subsequence with  À Ö8 ×ß 0 − [Þ   F Ð0 Ñ  [ œ g% 8 83 3 3 83
        We will find a contradiction in either case by showing that it follows that ÐRß CÑ Â MÞ
To this end, we claim it suffices to show .[ œ ÐR ÐCÑ  FÑ © `F"
        To verify this, assume .  Note that the interior  of  is convex since  is , and[ `F F F Ð F Ñ9
that    Thus    In addition    is convex since   is linear.R ÐCÑ  F œ gÞ C Â RÐF ÑÞ RÐF Ñ R" 9 9 9
By the Hahn-Banach theorem there exists a sequence    such that  ,  andÖD × § D Ä C3 38‘
. ÐD ßRÐF ÑÑ  ! ß . .ÐR ÐD Ñß‡ 9 ‡ "3 3  for all  i   where    denotes Euclidean distance.  Hence  
F Ñ  ! 3 R ÐD Ñ  F œ gß VÐRß D Ñ œ ! 3 D9 " 3 3 3  for all  .  Hence    and so    for all  .  Since  
Ä C ÐRß CÑ VÐRß CÑ, the point    is on the boundary of the set where    is nonvanishing, so it is
not in its interior, proving that  ,  as desired.ÐRß CÑ Â M
              Thus it is left to prove that in either Case I or Cse II,  [ § `FÞ
We first show that for any    uniformly in  .  Thus1 − [ß .Ð1ß R ÐC ÑÑ !ß 18" 8 Ò8 Ä _
let     Let    be a subspace complementing Ker  in  .  Consider    as a linear1 − [Þ \ R J R"
operator, restricted to the affine subspace  .  Since  is bijective and    is\ ´ 1  \ Rl \# " \ ##
finite dimensional, there is a constant    such that for  G 2 − \ Þ#
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mRÐ2Ñm  Gm2m ß #Þ$\#
where   denotes the norm relative to  , i.e.,    Thusm2m \ m2m œ m2  1m Þ\ # \ \# #
mRÐ2Ñm  G m2  1m
for  .  Consider the affine map  .  For    sufficiently large,2 − \ R l 8# 8 \#
mR l  Rl m ´ mR B RBm8 \ \ 8
B−\ à mBm Ÿ"
# #
# \#
sup
can be made arbitrarily small (uniformly in  Ker   since all    which can1 − [ œ R Fß B
occur can in the supremum are from a set in    which is uniformly bounded).  Thus thereJ
exists a constant    such that for     is a bijective affine map, i.e., an affineQ 8  Qß R l8 \#
map whose gradient never vanishes. Note further that the choice of    can be made uniformQ
in  ,  because the gradient of  is bounded away from  ,  uniformly in  .1 − [ Rm ! 1 − [\#
Let    be the decomposition of  into a linear map and a translation.R l 0 ´ R 0  R l8 \ 8 8 \8P# #/
Then if
mR l  Rl m ´ mR 2 R2m  ß8 \ \ 8
m2m Ÿ"
# #
\#
sup %
% / mR l Ð!Ñ  Rl Ð!Ñm œ m m ß8 \ \ 8 \# # #
so that   Note therefore that as    in the norm topology,  m m /8 \# %Þ 8 Ä _ß R Ä Rl8P \#
uniformly in    as above. Consequently, there exists a    and an    (possible increased1 -  ! Q
from the    above) such that if  ,  then    for  .  AgainQ 8  Q mR 2m   -m2m 2 − \8P \ \ ## #
note that this estimate can be made uniformly in  .  Let    be the zero of1 − [ D − \8 #
R l Þ R D  œ !Þ8 \ 8 88P#   Then  Hence/
m@ m œ mR D m   -mD m8 \ 8 \ 88P# #
for  .  Thus for such  ,  uniformly in  .  Thus if  8  Q 8ß mD m Ÿ Ð"Î-Ñm@ m Ä ! 1  !ß8 \ 8# $
there exists    such that if  ,  then for all  ,  there exists a  KerQ  ! 8  Q 1 − [ D − R8
such that    Equivalently,mD  1m  Þ\ $
.Ð1ß R Ñ  Þ #Þ$ Ker 8 $
uniformly in  Ker   for    sufficiently large.1 − Rß 8
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Similarly, it can be shown that   Ker   uniformly in  ,  for  .Ð2ß RÑ Ÿ 2 − [ 8$ 8
sufficiently large. Indeed, choose  Ker   so that    as above. Then for1 − R 2 − \ ´ 1 \# "
G mR2m Ÿ G, 8 2 R 2 œ !  as in  (2.3),    for    sufficiently large, uniformly in  ,  since  and8
R R Gm2m Ÿ mR2mß8 \Ò8 Ä _   in the uniform operator topology. Since we also have    we#
conclude that  ,  i.e.,   Ker ,  again uniformly in  m2m Ÿ .Ð2ß RÑ Ÿ 2 − [ Þ\ 8# $ $
 Now assume first that  CASE I  above holds  (for a contradiction).  Thus there is a
subsequence  and points    for which    for some fixed   Ö8 × 0 − [ .Ð0 ß [Ñ   !Þ3 3 8 8 83 3 3 % %
Again by taking subsequences, assume this is so for all .  By the result of the previous8
paragraph, for any      and for    sufficiently large,  ,  uniformly for$ $ !ß 8 .Ð2ß R ÐCÑÑ "
2 − [ 2 − F Ð0 Ñ [ .Ð2ßR ÐCÑÑ  Þ8 8 8 ".  Hence if  ,  then  Recall of course that% $
F Ð0 Ñ [ œ g [% 8   under the present assumption of  CASE I.  We will show from this that  
© `FÞ 0 − [ 8 PTo this end, let  .  Choose    and    as above.  Consider the line segment  $
from    to  .  Let    be its length.0 0 lPl8
            We claim that
.Ð0ß `FÑ Ÿ #Ð Î Ñ lPl Ÿ %Ð Î Ñß$ % $ %
the latter inequality following from the fact that  ,   being entirely in the unit ball  .lPl Ÿ # P F
To see this,  assume it is false for a contradiction.  Then we would have  .F Ð0Ñ § F#Ð Î ÑlPl$ %
Let    be the convex hull of  .  Under our assumption,   B. LetV VÖF Ð0Ñ  Ö0 ×× §#Ð Î ÑlPl 8 8$ %
2 œ ÐÐ Î#ÑÎlPlÑ0  Ð"  Ð Î#ÑÎlPlÑ0 ß% % 8  
so that    is on  ,  and  units away from  2 P 0 Þ    %Î# 8
We then would have    To see this, note that if    thenF Ð2Ñ § § FÞ : − F Ð2Ñß$ $V
: ´ ÐlPlÎÐ Î#ÑÑÐ:  0 Ñ  0 − F Ð0ÑÞ‡ 8 8 #Ð Î ÑlPl% $ %
Indeed,
l:  0l œ lÐlPlÎÐ Î#ÑÑÐ:  0 Ñ  0  0l‡ 8 8%
œ lÐlPlÎÐ Î#ÑÑÐ:  0 Ñ  Ð0  0 Ñl
œ ÐlPlÎÐ Î#ÑÑlÐ:  0 Ñ  Ð ÎÐ#lPlÑÑÐ0  0 Ñl
œ ÐlPlÎÐ Î#ÑÑ l Ð:  0 Ñ  Ð2  0 Ñl
œ ÐlPlÎÐ Î#ÑÑ l :  2l  #Ð Î ÑlPlÞ
%
% %
%
% $ %
8 8
8 8
8 8
  
Thus under the above assumption  .  We also have: − F‡
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: œ ÐÐ Î#ÑÎ lPl Ñ :  Ð"  Ð Î#ÑÎ lPlÑ0 ß% %‡ 8
           
so that  as desired.: − § FV
                However,     is impossible for sufficiently small    for the followingF Ð2Ñ § F$ $
reason. Since    is on the line    from    to  ,  and since  ,  and  2 P 0 0 .Ð0 ß R ÐCÑÑ  08 8 " $
− R ÐCÑ .Ð2ß R ÐCÑÑ  Þ 1" ",  it follows that    Hence there is at least one point  $
− R ÐCÑ m1  2m  F Ð2Ñ § F Ð0 Ñ" 8  such that  .  For    sufficiently small,  ,  so that$ $ $ %
F Ð2Ñ [ œ g 1 Â [Þ 1 − R ÐCÑ [ œ F R ÐCÑ$ .  Hence    Since    and  ,  we" "
conclude that  .  This shows that    B is impossible, giving us the desired1 Â F F Ð2Ñ §$
contradiction. Thus (2.5) is proved.
                   Since    above is arbitrarily small, we conclude  ,  as desired.$ 0 − `F
         Now assume  CASE II  above holds.  Thus we can assume there exist an    and a%  !
subsequence    with a sequence of points  such that  Ö8 × 0 − [ß .Ð0 ß [ Ñ  Þ3 8 8 83œ"_ 3 3 3 %
Taking subsequences, assume without loss that    for all .  Here we again.Ð0 ß [ Ñ  88 8 %
show that    as follows. Again for any      and      we claim  [ − `F 0 − [  !ß .Ð0 ß `FÑ$
Ÿ % Î 8 1 − F Ð0 Ñ [$ %.  To prove this, assume it is false. Choose    so that for any  ,  we% 8
have    This can be done by (2.4).  Let    and    be defined as above.Ð1ßR ÐC ÑÑ  Þ P 28" 8 $
relative to    and  . Then as before, by our assumption we have  0 0 F Ð0Ñ § F8 #Ð Î ÑlPl % Î$ % $ %
§ FÞ F Ð2Ñ § FBy the same argument as above,  .  Again let    be sufficiently small but$ $
fixed. Then  ,  since  .  Thus B for  F Ð2Ñ  R ÐC Ñ Á g 2 − F Ð0 Ñ [ Ð2Ñ [ Á g 8$ % $8" 8 8 8
sufficiently large.  But we can choose    so small that  so by our$ F Ð2Ñ § F Ð0 Ñß$ % 8
assumption above,    This gives the desired contradiction.  Since    wasF Ð2Ñ [ œ gÞ$ 8 $
arbitrary, we conclude  ,  as desired.0 − `F
         We have shown by contradiction in both  CASES  that  ,  so that by$ ÒÐ[ ß[Ñ !8 8 Ä _
the above arguments    which is what was needed.   VÐR ß C Ñ VÐRß CÑß8 8 Ò8 Ä _ 
             One can actually show more than Proposition 4.  Not only is the radius of information
continuous in information operator  and element  ,   but it is also a lower semicontinuousR C
function of the information    with infimum taken over  .R C
  
Corollary 2.2:  For adaptive or nonadaptive information operators, the radius of information
Rad   Radwor worÐRÑ œ ÐRß CÑsup
C −‘.
is lower semicontinuous in the information operator  in the interior of its support, as aR
function of information operators N of constant rank.  Here we assume the topology of
uniform convergence on the family  of adaptive information operators, i.e., thata R R5 Ò5 Ä _
   if for each and each choice , in the3 C ßá ß C P ÐC ßá ß C Ñ P ÐC ß C ßá ß C Ñ" 3M 53 " 3" 3 " # 3"Ò5 Ä _
dual space topology of J‡.
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  Let  be a fixed adaptive information operator, and let Proof: R R ÐCß † Ñ5 Ò5 Ä _
RÐCß † Ñ RÐ † Ñ RÐCß † Ñ.  Here the adaptive operator  is written in the form  to make explicit its
adaptive dependence on the information .  Namely, is the adaptiveC œ RÐ0Ñ RÐCß † Ñ
information operator defined by
RÐCß 0Ñ œ ÐP ß P ÐCß 0Ñß P ÐCß 0Ñßá ßP ÐCß 0ÑÑß" # $ 8
where  as a linear functional depends only on the first  coordinates of y.  NoteP ÐCß † Ñ 3  "3
that even though in the notation above it is assumed that  has been isolated in itsC œ RÐ0Ñ
dependence on the first component  of its argument and so for fixed  is aC Cß RÐCß 0Ñ
nonadaptive information operator.  Thus in particular for  fixed, by Proposition 4,C
Rad Rad Rad RadR ÐCÑ œ R ÐCß CÑ R ÐCß CÑ œ R ÐCÑ5 5" " " "Ò5 Ä _
where  is the inverse image of  under the linear operator (if the firstR ÐCß CÑ C RÐCß 0Ñ"
argument    is considered fixed).  NowC
lim inf lim inf sup
5Ä_ 5Ä_
5 !
C −
5
"Rad RadworÐR Ñ œ ÐR ÐCÑ  J Ñ
‘.
  ÐR ÐCÑ  J Ñ
œ ÐR ÐCÑ  J Ñ
œ
sup lim
sup
C − 5Ä_
5
"
!
C −
"
!
‘
‘
.
.
    Rad
Rad
Rad (N),wor
             
where we have used Proposition 5 in the second to last equality.  This proves that RadworÐRÑ
is lower semicontinuous.  
Remark: Though this argument does not prove it, we expect that the radius of information
V ÐRÑ R8  is a fully continuous function of  in the uniform operator topology.
3.  Radii of sets in Banach spaces
 We also require some lemmas about radii of sets in Banach spaces:
Lemma 3.1  À  Let  be a set in the metric space .  Let  denote the collection of radius I \ X <<
centers of , i.e., .   Then  is closed.I X ´ Ö+ À F Ð+Ñ ª I× X< < <
          Proof  À  Let be a convergent sequence of points, with  for all .+ +8 Ò8 Ä _ + − X 88 <
Then  for all , so that for any  Since it  .  I © F Ð+ Ñ / − Iß .Ð/ß + Ñ Ÿ << 8 88 + +8 Ò8 Ä _
follows that  so that  Thus  so that .   ,  . ,  .Ð/ß +Ñ Ÿ < / − F Ð+Ñ + − X< <I © F Ð+Ñ< 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Definition 3.1  À  Let  be a Banach space.  Then  is  if for every   ,J J  !uniformly convex %
there is a   = g( )   such that    and  (1/2)(x+y)    imply that$ % $ ! mBm œ mCm œ " m m  " 
mB  Cm Ÿ Þ E% %The function  g( ) is the  .   A set    in a Banach space ismodulus of convexity
uniformly convex if the Chebyshev norm induced by    is uniformly convex.E
 Essentially, a Banach space is uniformly convex if its unit ball is uniformly convex, the
latter meaning that there is a certain minimal curvature at each point on the surface of the unit
ball.
Lemma 3.2  À  Let  be a uniformly convex Banach space.J
(a) Then every set in  has a unique center.F
(b) Let be a set of radius , and let   be the collectionE < GÐEß Ñ œ ÖB − J À F ÐBÑ ª E× % <%
of centers of balls of radius  containing .   There is a universal function <  E 0Ð<ß Ñ% %
Ð JÑ Ÿ Þ 0Ð<ß Ñ !depending only on  such that the diameter D(C(A, ))  f(r, ) Further,  ,% % % Ò%Ä !
uniformly on compact  -subsets.<
 Proof  b aÀ We first prove , since  follows from it.  Let  and  be asÐ Ñ Ð Ñ E © Jß GÐEß Ñ%
above.  We will give a universal upper bound on the radius Rad  as a function of  < ´ ÐEÑ <
itself and the diameter of the set of centers,  thus getting a constraint on. ´ HÐGÐEß ÑÑß%
HÐGÐEß ÑÑ F Ð- Ñ F Ð- Ñ E m-  - m œ . % $.  Thus let    and    both contain  ,  with  < " < # " #% %
(we will let  0 Let  $ Ä ÑÞ F œ F Ð- Ñ  F Ð- ÑÞ< " < #% %
          Note   Further,    is balanced with center  .  Indeed, if  E © FÞ F - œ Ð-  - ÑÎ# ," #
− F Ð- Ñ - , œ -  Ð,  -Ñ œ #-  ,< " w% ,  then its opposite about    is  .  Note
m,  - m œ m#-  ,  - m œ mÐ-  - Ñ  ,  - l œ l-  ,m Ÿ <  ß , − F Ð- ÑÞw w# # " # # " < #so  %
Similarly if    then   Hence if   so is  ,  and    is balanced, − F Ð- Ñ , − F Ð- ÑÞ , − ß , F< # < "w w% %
about  .  We now estimate the diameter of  ,  which will translate into an estimate on the- F
radius since    is balanced.  Let    be the diameter.  Let    be a two dimensionalF HÐFÑ T
subspace of    containing  ,  and    (and hence  ).  Let    be the point of tangency to  J - - - > T" #
 F Ð- ß - -< # " #% of the parallel translation of the line containing    so that it is tangent to both
T  F Ð- Ñ T  F Ð- ÑÞ< " < #% %  and
 The problem is now in two dimensional geometry.   Let  be the modulus of1Ð Ñ%
convexity of .  We can also consider the modulus of convexity  of  in the planeJ 1 Ð Ñ J  TT %
T J T J, defined by restriction of the norm in  to .  It is easy to see from the definition that 
 T J has the same or a larger modulus of convexity than .  Note that in finite dimension,
1 Ð ÑT %  is invariant under all linear transformations, i.e., if we take the unit ball of a given norm
and we transform it linearly, then it is the unit ball of a new norm, and the modulus of
convexity of the new norm coincides with that of the old norm.  Let  be a one to one linearX
mapping of  into a two dimensional coordinate system .  Assume T  J ÖÐBß CÑ À Bß C − × X‘
has been chosen so that the image  of the line segment  is orthogonal to X Ð- ß - Ñ - - X Ð- >Ñ" # " # "
(in the usual sense in the  plane).  Further, assume the Euclidean diameters ofÐB  CÑ  X ÐT
 F Ð- ÑÑ X Ð- - Ñ< " " #%  in the directions  and  both have length .  For any X Ð- >Ñ #Ð<  Ñ" %
ÐBß CÑ − ‘#,  define
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mÐBß CÑm œ mX ÐBß CÑm Þ Þ" J (3 1)
 Then there is a  such that for any G ÐBß CÑ − ß‘#
G ÐB  C Ñ Ÿ mÐBß CÑm Ÿ GÐB  C Ñ Þ" # # "Î# # # "Î# (3.2)
 This compatibility allows us to define the modulus of convexity of the norm  inmÐBß CÑm
terms of the Euclidean norm  Namely, for withmÐBß CÑm ´ ÐB  C Ñ Þ D œ ÐB ß C Ñ# 3 3 3# # "Î#
mD m œ " Ð3 œ "ß #ß mD  D m   mD  D m Ÿ "  ß3 " # # " # #if ,  then    where% $
$ %œ 1Ð ÎGÑ"G
this being obtained just by the comparison (3.2).  This gives a "Euclidean" modulus of
convexity for say the unit -ball of , and by scaling a Euclidean modulus of convexity² † ² ‘2
may be obtained for any ball which is defined in   with respect to .‘# ² † ²
 In this case, it is not difficult to show using two dimensional geometry that the -² † ²
diameter of the intersection of the two balls  (in the Banach norm (3.2))F Ð- Ñ  T< "%
satisfies
HÐT  FÑ œ HÐX ÐT  FÑÑ Ÿ #Ð<  Ñ2 ß. < %
$
%Š ‹ (3.3)
where  is a function depending only on the modulus of convexity ; the factor2Ð † Ñ 1Ð Ñ%
#Ð<  Ñ F Ð- Ñ%  represents the diameter of the original balls .  The dependence of  on the < 3% 2
ratio reflects the fact that up to the overall scaling factor , the diameter (again in.<
$
%  #Ð<  Ñ%
the Banach norm) of the intersection  is determined by ratio of the distance X ÐT  FÑ .  $
between the two balls, and their radius  (all of which can be translated into compatible<  %
Euclidean distances).  A way of justifying the two dimensional result (3.3) is to note that for
any unit vector  in , the diameter of  in the direction  is less than or equal to its@ T  F @‘2
value  when the separation  of the two balls is , multiplied by a factor of at#Ð<  Ñ .  !% $
most , as can be seen from looking at the geometry in the above standardized2 Ð Ñ.<
$
%
representation in .‘2
 In addition, the function satisfies  for , and is decreasing.  Since   2ÐBÑ 2ÐBÑ  " B  !
(3.3) holds for all planes  (and since the maximal diameter of  occurs on a line goingT F
through the center  of  ), it follows that- F
HÐFÑ Ÿ #Ð<  Ñ 2 Þ. < %
$
%Š ‹
Since Rad  recall  is balanced , (3.3) also gives an estimate for ÐFÑ œ Ð"Î#Ñ HÐFÑ Ð F Ñ
Rad ,  so that since  we haveÐFÑ Ð  E © FÑ
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< œ ÐEÑ Ÿ ÐFÑ Ÿ Ð<  Ñ 2 . < Rad Rad %
$
%Š ‹
Hence    This implies  2   Þ Ÿ 2 ß 9<Œ  Œ. < . << < < <"$ $% % % %
HÐGÐEß ÑÑ œ . Ÿ 2 Ð<  Ñ "< % % $%
" Š ‹
Since this holds for all  ,  we may let    to conclude$ $ Ä !
HÐGÐEß ÑÑ Ÿ 2 Ð<  Ñ ´ 0Ð<ß ÑÞ<< % % %%
" Š ‹
Note that as   we have2 Ð"Ñ œ !ß"
0Ð<ß Ñ ! ß% Ò%Ä !
and this convergence is uniform on compact -subsets, which completes the proof of b .< Ð Ñ
To show ,  let    By Lemma 3 1, the collection    of  -(a) E © JÞ Þ GÐEß "Î8Ñ <  "Î8
centers of    is closed, and  Rad   for  E ÐGÐEß "Î8ÑÑ Ÿ HÐGÐEß "Î8ÑÑ Ÿ 0Ð<ß "Î8Ñß 8 − Þ
Let     for each  .  Since the sets    are closed and nested, i.e.,- − GÐEß "Î8ÑÑ 8 GÐEß "Î8Ñ8
GÐEß "Î8Ñ ª GÐEß "ÎÐ8  "ÑÑ ÐGÐEß "Î8ÑÑ !,  and since  Rad   it follows theÒ8 Ä _
sequence    is Cauchy, and that    is in all of the sets  .  Because- - œ - GÐEß "Î8Ñ8 88Ä_lim
Rad   it follows that    is the only element of    Thus  ÐGÐEß "Î8ÑÑ !ß - 8 GÐEß "Î8ÑÞ EÒ8 Ä _

© F Ð-  "Î8ÑÑ 8 © Ð-Ñ - E -< <,  for all    and so  A B ,  so that    is a center of  .  The fact that  
is unique follows from the fact that it is unique in  GÐEß "Î8ÑÞ
8

 
Corollary 3.3   À Let  be a Banach space, and be a uniformly convex Banach space.  GivenJ K 
an (adaptive or nonadaptive) information operator , a strongly optimal algorithm forR
approximating   always exists and is unique.W À J Ä K
Indeed, a strongly optimal algorithm is a central algorithm, and the lemma shows that such an
algorithm always exists and is unique in this case.   We remark that such algorithms are
generically nonlinear; see [KT1, 2].
Definition 3 2  Þ À  Let  be a set, and  for .  Then we writeI Eß E © I 8 œ "ß #ßá8
E Å E E © E  E œ EÞ8 8 8" 8
8Ä_ 8
  if  ,  and if 
Proposition 8  À  In a uniformly convex Banach space the radius functional is continuous in the
topology of set convergence, in the sense that if   thenE Eß8 Å8Ä_  Rad RadÐE Ñ ÐEÑÞ8 Ò8 Ä _
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Proof.  Assume that    Let  Rad .  For all  ,  let  E EÞ < œ ÐE Ñ 8 X ÐE Ñ8 8 8Å8Ä_ 8 <"Î8
sup
denote the centers of all balls of radius    which contain  .  Then    is<  "Î8 E X ÐE Ñ8 8<"Î8
closed by Lemma 3.1.  Since    and    we haveE © E ß <  "Î8   <  "ÎÐ8  "Ñß8 8"
X ÐE Ñ ª X ÐE Ñ ÐE Ñ×<"Î8 <"ÎÐ8"Ñ <"Î88 8" 8 8.  Thus the sequence  {T is a nested sequence of
closed sets. Furthermore, by Lemma 3.2,
RadÐX ÐE ÑÑ Ÿ 0Ð< ß Ñß<"Î8 8 8 8%
where
< œ8 RadÐE Ñ <ß
Å
8 Ä _8
and
%8 8œ <  "Î8  < !Þ
Æ
8 Ä _
By Lemma 3.2, we have ,   so0Ð< ß Ñ !8 8% Ò8 Ä _
RadÐX ÐE ÑÑ !Þ<"Î8 8 Ò8 Ä _
Hence by the same arguments as at the end of Lemma 3.2, there is unique point
+ − X ÐE Ñ ß,8œ"_ <"Î8 8
the intersection being of nested closed sets whose radii approach .  Hence for all  and  we! n %
have   so thatE © F Ð+Ñß8 <%
E œ  E © F Ð+Ñß
8 8 <%
Hence  Rad ,  since any number smaller than    would make the previous equationÐEÑ œ < <
false for sufficiently small  .   Thus  Rad Rad ,  as desired.    % ÒÐE Ñ ÐEÑ œ <8 8 Ä _ 
This lemma implies that in terms of radii, all sets can be approximated by finite sets in a
separable uniformly convex Banach space.  More precisely,
Corollary 3 4  Þ À  In any separable uniformly convex Banach space , the radius of a set  isJ I
the supremum of the radii of its finite subsets.  That is,
Rad Rad 3.4)ÐIÑ œ ÐGÑÞsup
G ©IßG  finite
  Ð
        Let  be a countable dense subset of , and  be a sequence of finite subsetsProof   À II Iw w8
such that  Rad Rad   (this is possible by the lemma above). ThenÐI ÐI Ñ8w wÒ8 Ä _
Rad Rad   Rad .  Since  Rad   Rad  ( for all  ,.  weÐIÑ œ ÐI Ñ œ ÐI Ñ ÐI Ñ Ÿ ÐGÑ 8w w w
8Ä_ 8 8 G ©IßG
lim sup
 finite
conclude
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Rad    RadÐIÑ Ÿ ÐGÑßsup
G ©IßG finite
and the equality 3.4  follows. Ð Ñ 
 We also have the following corollary, useful when the set  whose radius we areE
measuring satisfies , with  the interior of .. .ÐEÑ œ ÐE Ñ E E9 9
Corollary 3.5   À Let  be a Banach space with nonvanishing measure , and .  Let J E © J K.
be a uniformly convex Banach space, and  be linear and bounded.  If W À J Ä K E © E8
and ,   then    . Ò .ÐE Ñ ÐEÑ8 8Ä_8 Ä_ lim inf  Rad  RadÐWE Ñ   ÐWE Ñ8
9 .
             Assume the conclusion is false. By taking subsequences we may assume thatProof. 
. .ÐEÑ  ÐE Ñ Ÿ "  # Þ F œ  E Þ F © E ß F © F8 8 3 8 3 8 8 8 8"8 Let  Then  .  and
. . . Ò .ÐF Ñ   ÐEÑ  # œ ÐEÑ  # ÐEÑÞ8
3 8
3 8"" 8 Ä _
Let  By the above,  (B) = (A), and    Thus,  (AF œ 8F © 8 E Þ F © EÞ Ñ œ ÐF 8 8 9. . . .
 E Ñ F  E E WÐF  E Ñ9 9 9 9,  so that    is dense in  ,  since    is nonvanishing. Hence    is.
dense in  .  so that    Note that since  ,  we haveWE VÐWÐF  E ÑÑ œ VÐWE ÑÞ F Å F9 9 9 8
WF Å WFß ÐWF Ñ Å ÐWÐFÑÑÞ ÐWE Ñ   ÐWF Ñ Å8 8 8 8  so that  Rad Rad   Hence  Rad Rad
Rad .  and  Rad Rad   But  Rad  RadÐWFÑ ÐWE Ñ   ÐWFÑÞ ÐWFÑ   ÐWÐF  E ÑÑ œlim inf
8Ä_ 8
9
Rad Combining  these facts, we have  Rad Rad RadÐWE ÑÞ ÐWE Ñ   ÐWFÑ   ÐWE ÑÞ9 9
8Ä_ 8
lim inf
Since this contradicts our assumption that the conclusion of the Corollary is false (which
carried over to the present subsequence), we conclude that in fact  RadÐWE Ñ8 Ò8 Ä _
Rad ,  as desiredÐWEÑ 
 We will also state a convergence lemma to be used in the theorem below.
Lemma 3.6  À  Let  be a sequence of real-valued functions on a space , which are0 ÐCÑ ]8
nondecreasing in .   Then8
lim sup sup lim
8Ä_ 8Ä_C C
8 80 ÐCÑ œ 0 ÐCÑÞ  
In constructing the proof of Theorem 3, we will require the following simple lemma:
Lemma 3.7:     Let be a Banach space, and be a linear dense subset.  Then is also denseJ P P
in any closed subspace which has finite codimension.O of  P
 Proof:  We proceed by induction on codimension.  Assume first that codim .O œ "
Then  separates  into two disjoint components,  and .  Let   Since  is dense,O J J J B − OÞ P" #
there exists a sequence  such that , and such that ; similarlyÖB × § P B B B − J5 5 5 "Ò5 Ä _
there exists a sequence y  such that , and such that  for all .Ö × § P C B C − J 55 5 5 #Ò5 Ä _
Thus for each , there is a unique element  contained in the line with endpoints  and 5 D C B5 5 5
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such that .   It is easy to check that also that ; since , it follows fromD − O D B D − P5 5 5Ò5 Ä _
the fact that  is arbitrary that  is dense in .  Now assume that the lemma is true forB P O O
all  with codimension .  To show it for codimension , let  have codimension .O 8 8  " O 8  "
There is a subspace  of codimension  containing .  Thus  is dense in  by theO 8 O P O Ow w w
induction hypothesis, and  has codimension 1 in .  Thus the proof is completed by theO Ow
application of the  result.  8 œ " 
 We will now require a notion involving information operators:partially defined 
Definition 3.2: An (adaptive or nonadaptive) information operator  is  ifRÐ0Ñ partially defined
the component linear functionals  are not necessarily defined for allP ÐC ß C ßá ß C Ñ3 " # 3"
choices of .  Thus in general,  is defined if and only ifC ß C ßá ß C P ÐC ß C ßá ß C Ñ0" # 3" 3 " # 3"
(y   is in a set Q" # 3" 3ß C ßá ß C Ñ Þ
We define the      in the same way as for a fully definedradius of information VÐRßEÑ
information operator:
 
 We define the in the same way as for a fully definedradius of information  VÐRßEÑ
information operator:
VÐRßEÑ œ VÐWÐR ÐCÑ  EÑÑÞsup
ÐC ßáßC Ñ−U
"
" 3" 3  all i
  
Lemma 3.8: For a fixed adaptive information operator , a solution operator , and aR W
convex set  in a separable Banach space the radius is supported on finiteE J VÐRß WEÑ,  
dimensional subsets.  That is, for any convex there exist finite dimensional subsets E E § E 8
such that   The same remains true for partially definedVÐRß WE Ñ VÐRß WEÑ Þ8 Ò8 Ä _
information operators R .
 :  We give a proof of fully defined information operators .  Let be aProof R ÖB ×5 5œ"_
dense set of points in .  Let  be the affine subspace spanned by  (i.e., the smallestE E ÖB ×8 5 5œ"8
affine subspace containing ), intersected with .  Let .  Note  is denseÖB × E E œ  E E5 75œ"8 w w7
in .  We now show that .  Note thatE VÐRß WE Ñ œ VÐRß WEÑw
VÐRß WE Ñ œ VÐRß Cß WE Ñ ´ ÐWÐR ÑÐCÑ  E ÑÑw w " w
C − C −
sup sup
‘ ‘8 8
Rad
(3.5)
œ ÐWÐR ÐCÑ  EÑÑ œ VÐRß Cß WEÑ œ VÐRß WEÑßsup sup
C − C −
"
‘ ‘8 8
Rad   
where in the third equality we have used the fact that a set has the same radius as a dense
subset, together with Lemma B above.  We remark here that convexity of  may be neededE
for the third equality to hold, since in fact this equality may be false for highly irregular sets E
whose intersections with the sets  “miss" the dense subspace spanned by the R ÐCÑ ÖB × Þ" 8
Note that since  is dense in , it follows that for any  we have  isE E C − ß R ÐCÑ  Ew . " w‘
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dense in  by Lemma B.  Further, since , we have by Proposition 7,R ÐCÑ  Eß E Å E" w8
8Ä_
applied to sets of the form , thatR ÐCÑ  E"
VÐRß WE Ñ œ ÐWÐR ÐCÑ  E ÑÑ Å ÐWÐR ÐCÑ  E ÑÑ8 8
C − C −
" " w
8Ä_
sup sup
‘ ‘. .
Rad Rad
œ VÐRß WE Ñ œ VÐRß WEÑßw   
as desired; we have used Lemma 3.6 in evaluating the limit above.  The proof in the case that
N is partially defined is exactly the same as above. 
Definition 3 3:Þ  A measure on a Banach space is one all of whose finitecontinuous 
dimensional conditional and marginal measures have continuous density functions with
respect to Lebesgue measure.  A measure  on a Banach space is if the. nonvanishing 
conditional measure  of  restricted to any finite dimensional subspace satisfies << ,. . - .C C C
where  represents Lebesgue measure on that subspace and << denotes absolute continuity,-C
and if the same holds for all finite dimensional marginal measures of ..
 Examples of continuous measures on Banach spaces are Gaussian and elliptically
contoured measures.
4 Proof of Theorems 2 and 3Þ
Lemma 4 1: Þ  (Lebesgue decomposition theorem for infinite dimensional spaces):  Let  be a.
Borel measure on a Banach space Then there exist unique nonnegative measures andJ .   ."
. . . .# " #  such that  and such that for every finite dimensional subspace , theœ  ß K
conditional measure of  on  with respect to any complementary. ." + " +K K ´ K  + (
subspace ; here we assume  is absolutely continuous with respect to LebesgueL + − LÑ
measure for a.e. is singular with respect to Lebesgue measure, for a.e.  [ ] a, and  [ ] ,. ."L #K 1 +
where is the marginal measure of  on .  Further, all finite dimensional marginals of. ."L " L
."  are absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure.
More precisely, this Lemma states that given a pair of complementary subspaces    and  L K
in ,  with  the marginal measure on    and  the conditional measure on    withJ L K. .L K
respect to the decomposition  ,  then for almost every    (with respect to theJ œ K ŠL K
marginal measure  ),  and  satisfy the properties mentioned above. Recall  that. . .L "K #K
since the conditional measures  and  are defined only on a set of  's of full  -. . ."K #K LK
measure, this is the best possible statement of this type that can be made.
 
Proof of Lemma 4 1Þ :  Let  be a nondegenerate Gaussian measure on .  Then by the1 J
Lebesgue decomposition theorem, the measure  can be uniquely decomposed into a sum.
. . . . ." # " # #   1 ¼ 1 1 in such a way that  and  (i.e.,  is singular with respect to ).
It is easy to check that these two measures satisfy all the conditions of the Lemma. Namely, it
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is not difficult to show that the finite dimensional marginals of  are a.c. with respect to."
those of , and hence with respect to Lebesgue measure.  To show the same of the finite1
dimensional conditional measures, note that by the above Lemma, since  << g, it follows.1
that the conditionals of  are a.c. with respect to those of g, a.e. [ ].  That the condtionals of. .1 1
.2 are singular with respect to those of g and hence to Lebesgue measure follows immediately
from the fact that  is supported on a set A F of g-measure 0, and that therefore the cross.2 §
sections A  = x = (x ,x ): x A  have marginal g - measure 0 a.e. [g].  This proves that x 1 2 11 Ö − × .
and  have the properties desired.  Unicity of  and  follows from unicity of their finite. . .2 1 2
dimensional marginals, which are unique by the Lebesgue decomposition theorem.  
Recall that on a finite dimensional subspace, measures  converge to a measure  strongly if. .8
m  m !ß. . Ò8 " 8 Ä _ where the norm represents the sum of the absolute values of the total
measures of the positive and negative parts of . .8  Þ
Def. 4.1:  Let    be a Borel measure on a Banach space  .  Then given a closed subspace  . J Z
§ Jß X Z  we say that a subspace    complementing    is typical with respect to another"
subspace    if the measure  ,  which is the conditional measure on    with respect to  ,X X Z# X ". "
has the property that the measure    converges in    and   denotes the. .EX EX" #" "ÐE † Ñ X Š X ß
conditional measure on    with respect to  .EX Z"
      Note that it is not difficult to show that if    is typical, then this implies that if  X T" E
denote linear projections onto the subspaces    such that    uniformlyEX mT 0  0m !" E ÒE Ä M
on bounded   -subsets of  ,  then  strongly, where by definition  0 X T" XEX E EX. Ò . ." ""E Ä M
T ÐHÑÑ H EXE "  for    is a measurable subset of  .
Lemma 4.2:    If     is a nonvanishing continuous measure on   then for any linear. ‘.ß
operator    and almost every     ,  the subspace    isR À Ä B − R R ÐB Ñ‘ ‘. . "" "" Range
typical.  Thus
. Ò .ER ÐB Ñ RE "" "" T ÐB ÑE Ä M
strongly, where    represents a member of the (finite dimensional) space of affineE
transformations of   and     represents the linear projection (relative to some‘. Eß T
independent subspace  )  onto  K ER ÐB ÑÞ" "
            Proof:   Note that since    can be represented by a density function  ,  we have for a. 0
F R ÐB Ñ À  measurable in  " "
(15a)
. - -ER ER ÐB Ñ R ÐB ÑE E E E ET ÐFÑ
F
" " "E " "BT ÐFÑ œ - 0ÐBÑ. ÐBÑ œ - 0ÐT ÑN . ÐBÑß( (
where    denotes conditional Lebesgue measure,    is a constant which depends on the- -E
choice of the complementary    and    only, and    denotes the (Lebesgue) Jacobian ofK E NE
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the transformation    from    to    On the other hand, we have, writingT R ÐB Ñ ER ÐB ÑÞE " "" "
B œ ÐB ß B Ñß" #
( (
K R ÐB Ñ
" # E.B .B l 0ÐT Ñ  0ÐBÑl !ß
" "
B Ò
E Ä M
since    where above we have used standard facts about multtivariatelT B  Bl !ßE ÒE Ä M
functions (for example that the multivariate transformation group on    generated by the setP"
of affine transformations is continuous).  Therefore, for almost every  ,  we haveB − K"
(
R ÐB Ñ
E
" "
.B l0ÐT BÑ  0ÐBÑl !ßÒ
E Ä M
so that we conclude from (15a) that
. -ER ÐB Ñ R ÐB ÑE E E E
F
" "" "BT ÐFÑ œ - 0ÐT Ñ N . ÐBÑ(
Ò -
-
.
E Ä M
- 0ÐBÑN . ÐBÑ
œ - 0ÐBÑ. ÐBÑ
œ ÐFÑà
M M
F
R ÐB Ñ
M
F
R ÐB Ñ
R ÐB Ñ
(
(
" "
" "
" "
since this convergence can easily be shown to be uniform in the choice of the set  ,  itF
follows that we have the desired strong convergence. 
               By convention, all  -measures on subspaces defined by inverse images of the.
operators    will be assumed to be the appropriate conditional measures with respect to theR5
marginal measures induced by the  .  Recall we assume that all of our information operatorsR5
consist of linear functionals of norm 1.
Lemma 4.3:   Suppose    is a nonvanishing measure on a finite dimensional Banach space.
J E E © E Ñ Å ÐEÑÞ RÐCÑÐ † Ñ œ R ÐCÑÐ † Ñ,  and    is a convex set with  ,  and  (A   Let  5 5 !. .
be a partially defined adaptive information operator of order    on    which is defined for a8 J
set    of    in such a way that    is defined for a dense set of    Let    be ad ‘C − R 0 − JÞ W8
linear operator from    to a Banach space  .  Let  denote the conditional measure of  J K . .C
restricted to   , with respect to the marginal measure defined by  .  Let    beR ÐCÑ RÐCß † Ñ R" 5
adaptive information operators of order    with the property that    weakly,8 R R5 Ò5 Ä _
wherever    is defined. Assume that for    we have that for  R 5 œ !ß "ß #ßá ß C − ßd
. . ÒÐR ÐCÑ  E ÑÎ ÐR ÐCÑ  EÑ " !Î! œ "5 5" "5 5 Ä _ (where we assume  ).  Assume further
that    is typical with respect to    for all  .  Then  R ÐCÑ J C − VÐR ß WE Ñ  "
5Ä_
5 5d lim inf
VÐR  WEÑ .
30
Note that by weak convergence of the    to    we mean that for each component linearR R5
functional    in    we have    (generally in the weakP ÐCÑ R P ÐCÑÐ † Ñ P ÐCÑÐ † Ñ35 5 35 3Ò5 Ä _
topology of  )  whenever    is defined.J P ÐCÑ3
Proof of Lemma 4.3:    We will assume without loss that the measure    is continuous (that is,.
that its finite dimensional conditionals are continuous).  This can be done by Lemma 4.1,
which shows that there is a nonvanishing continuous measure that is dominated by  .  We.
will now adopt the notation  .R œ R!
Assume now that the conclusion of the lemma is false. Recall that the component functionals
P ÐC ß á ß C Ñ ´ P ÐCÑ R P ÐC ßá ß C Ñ35 " 3" 35 5 3 " 3"  of the operators    converge to    whenever the
latter are defined (henceforth we omit the arguments    in the linear  functionalsÐC ßá ß C Ñ" 3"
P P J  ! C3 35 and  .  Since    is finite dimensional, this convergence is uniform.  Let  ,  and  3
− ‘8 be chosen such that
VÐRß Cß WEÑ  VÐRß WEÑ  ß3 (4.1)
and such that    is in the range of the partially defined operator  N so that    isC ß R ÐCÑ"
typical.  We claim that  .  To see this, note first that weVÐR ß Cß WE Ñ VÐRß Cß WEÑ5 5 Ò5 Ä _
can take the set    and consider projections (relative to a fixed complementaryR ÐCÑ"
subspace  )  onto    of the sets  .  We will assume that  K R ÐCÑ E ´ E R ÐCÑ K" "5C 5 5
complements all of the subspaces  ,  which can be done since  .R ÐCÑ R R5" 5 Ò5 Ä _
     Let    denote the  -projection of    onto  .  Let  denote the measureT K R ÐCÑ R ÐCÑ5 55" " .
. . .5C 5C5 5" "T R ÐCÑ,  where    denotes the conditional measure of    on    with respect to the
complementary subspace  .  Since  converges in the maximal set distanceK R ÐCÑ  E5"
sense to  ,  it follows that since the subspace    is typical for  ,  that theR ÐCÑ  E R ÐCÑ" " .
measures    converge in the sense of    convergence of densities to  .   Furthermore, if. .5 " CP
E œ R ÐCÑ  Eß E œ T ÐE Ñß5C 5 5C‡ " ‡ " ‡5 5  and   
. . Ò5C C5C 5‡ ‡ÐE ÑÎ ÐE Ñ "ß5 Ä _
by the result of Lemma 4.2.  On the other hand, by our assumptions,
. . Ò5C 5C 5C 5C‡ÐE ÑÎ ÐE Ñ "Þ5 Ä _ (4.2)
Note also that the measures    converge strongly to  , by Lemma 4.2.  Therefore, by. .5C 5 CT
(4.2) we have
. . ÒC 5C C5 5 5C" " ‡ÐT E ÑÎ ÐT E Ñ "Þ5 Ä _
In addition, since    we conclude that for any measurable set  ,  we alsoT E © T E ß G5 5" " ‡5C 5C
have
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. . ÒC 5C C5 5 5C" " ‡ÐT E  GÑÎ ÐT E  GÑ "ß5 Ä _
so long as    for some    and sufficiently large  .  But note also. % %C " "5" ‡5CÐT E  GÑ    " 5
that
. . ÒC C C C5 5C" ‡ÐE ÑÎ ÐT E  E Ñ "ß5 Ä _
as can be seen from the fact that    is a convex set, and that    for  E lB  T Bl ! B5 Ò5 Ä _
− R ÐCÑß"   together with the fact that    is a continuous measure.  Therefore, we conclude.
that
. . ÒC 5C C C C5"ÐT E  E ÑÎ ÐE Ñ "Þ5 Ä _
 By Corollary 3.5, this implies that  Rad Rad ,  so that we haveÐWT E Ñ ÐWE Ñ5" 5C CÒ5 Ä _
Rad Rad .  This proves that  ÐWE Ñ ÐWE Ñ VÐR ß Cß WE Ñ VÐRß Cß WEÑÞ5C C 5 5Ò Ò5 Ä _ 5 Ä_
Finally, the conclusion of the Lemma follows from (4.1) and the fact that    is arbitrary.3  !

Lemma 4.4:    If    is a nonvanishing probability measure on a convex set    in a Banach. E
space  ,  and if  ,  and  (A ,  then whereJ E © E Ñ Å ÐEÑ V5 5 8. . wor worÐWE Ñ Ä V ÐWßEÑ5 8 ,  
V 8 W À J Ä K8wor  is either adaptive or nonadaptive Gelfand radius of order  ,  and    is any
continuous solution operator, with    a uniformly convex Banach space.K
 Proof:   Assume not.  Then there exists a sequence of adaptive information operators
R5   such that
VÐR ß WE Ñ Ÿ V ÐWEÑ 5 5 8wor %
for some fixed positive  .  We assume as always that the components  % P ÐC ß3 3"
C ßá ß C ÑÐBÑ3# "   have norm 1 as linear functionals.  For convenience we extend the domain of
P ÖC ßá ß C à 0 l C − à 0 − J× œ ‚ J3 3" " 5 3"  to the set  ;  note that a priori the‘ ‘
functionals    are defined, for example, only for  Ran .P C − ÐP l Ñ3 " " J!
 Define a set of linearly independent vectors    which span  .  Let@ J8
X œ Ö@ ßá ß @ ×8 " 8span .
 Let    be the first component of  .  Clearly the sequence    has aP R ÖP × © J"5 5 "5 5 ‡
weak-   convergent subspace (note the sequence is also weakly convergent in    since‡ J‡
J œ J J‡‡  whenever    is uniformly convex). This subsequence converges to some fixed
functional  .  Thus by taking subsequences, we may assume that    has beenP ´ P ÖR ×" "ß! 5
chosen so that    converges in the weak-*  topology.  Now (after replacing    by thisP ÖR ×"5 5
subsequence) we will select a countable dense set of numbers    as follows."
 Define the measure  to be the marginal measure  L .  We define our conditional. .P """
measures below with respect to this marginal measure.  Namely, define the conditional
measures    to be the conditionals of the measure    restricted to  ,  with respect to. .P "5""5ßC P ÐCÑ
the marginal measure  (as opposed to  ).. .P P" "5
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 Now define    to be the set of points such that for  ,  the ratio ofU § C − U" "‘
conditional measures
[ ÐCÑ ´ ÐP ÐCÑ  E ÑÎ ÐP ÐCÑ  EÑ "Þ5 P ßC 5 P ßC35 "5" ". . Ò"5 "5 5 Ä _ (4.3)
(recall we have defined for convenience  ).  We will show (after possibly taking a!Î! œ "
subsequence in  )  that we can conclude that  .5 ÐU Ñ œ ".P ""
 Given    let    be the set of    points  such that  .  We( ( ( ! Q Ð Ñ C [ ÐCÑ  " 5 5
claim that  .  For suppose not.  Then for some  ,  there is a  . ( Ò ( 3P 5"ÐQ Ð ÑÑ !  !  !5 Ä _
such that (after possibly taking subsequences in  )  we have5
. ( 3P 5"ÐQ Ð ÑÑ  Þ
Consider
. . .ÐE Ñ œ . ÐCÑ ÐE  P ÐCÑÑß5 P P ßC 5 "5"(
‘8
" "5
where above all conditional measures     are again understood to be chosen with respect.P ßC"5
to the marginal measure  .  By our assumption,..P"
. . .ÐE Ñ œ . ÐCÑ[ ÐCÑ ÐE  P ÐCÑÑ5 P 5 P ßC "5"(
‘8
" "5
Ÿ  . ÐCÑ[ ÐCÑ ÐE  P ÐCÑÑ
Ÿ Ð"  Ñ . ÐCÑ ÐE  P ÐCÑÑ
 . ÐCÑ ÐE  P ÐCÑÑ
Ÿ Ð"  Ñ ÐQ
Œ ( (
(
(
Q Ð Ñ µQ Ð Ñ
P 5 P ßC "5
"
Q Ð Ñ
P P ßC "5
"
µQ Ð Ñ
P P ßC "5
"
P
5 5
" "5
5
" "5
5
" "5
"
% %
%
%
. .
% . .
. .
% . 5 P P ßC
µQ Ð Ñ
"5
"
P ÐQ Ð ÑÑ ÐµQ Ð ÑÑ
P 5 P 5
P 5
Ð ÑÑ  . ÐCÑ ÐE  P ÐCÑÑ
œ Ð"  Ñ
œ Ð"  Ñ ÐQ Ð ÑÑ  "  ÐQ Ð ÑÑ
œ  ÐQ Ð ÑÑ  "
Ÿ "  ß
% . .
% .
% . % . %
% . %
%
(
5
" "5
" 5 P 5"
" "
"
%
% . %
which contradicts the above assumption that    Thus we have that for all. Ò .ÐE Ñ ÐEÑÞ5 5 Ä _
% . % Ò !ß ÐQ Ð ÑÑ ! [ ÐCÑP 5 5"5 5 Ä _ ,  as desired.  Thus the    converge to 1 in measure with
respect to    By standard facts therefore, we can take a subsequence in    which.P"5 Þ 5
guarantees that    converges to 1 a.e.  After taking this subsequence we have verified the[ ÐCÑ5
above claim that  ..P ""ÐU Ñ œ "
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 Define  w- .  We will assume that all the finite dimensionalP ´ P ´ P3 3! 3
5Ä_
lim
subspaces    as defined above are transverse to Ker  .  If not, we can redefine theX P8 "
sequence   so that  no    is contained in Ker  .  For each  subspace    weÖ@ × @ P X3 3 " 8
permanently fix a complementary subspace    which has sthe same transversality propertiesZ8
as assumed above for  .  All conditional measures on the spaces    will be assumed to beX X8 8
defined with respect to the complementary spaces  .  Consider for fixex  theZ X X8 7ß 8w
collection     of    with  the property that  (  Ker   is  typical with respectT + − J X  P Ñ  +8 "
to  .  Note that all conditional measures here are to be taken with respect to a fixed subspaceX8
Z  P Š j X  P j8 " " 8 " Ker   complementary to  Ker ,  where here    is a one dimensional
subspace complementary to  .P"
 We claim that    has full measure in  .  To see this, note that the set   KerT J X ! 8
P  + +"   is finite dimensional, and if    is momentarily restricted to be in a finite dimensional
affine subspace  ,  with    a subspace containing  and    endowedF  , § J F X Š X F  ,8 8w
with a conditional measure relative to some fixed complementary subspace  ,  then byFw
Lemma 4.2,  Ker L   is typical with respect to    for almost all  ,  when allX   + X + − F8 " 8w
measures are viewed as inherited from  .  Note however that for almost all choices of  F  , F
(with respect to marginal measure    on  )  and almost all choices of    within  ,  it is.F ww F + F
true that  Ker    is typical with respect to     with conditional measuresX  P  + X8 " 8w
inherited from    if and only if it is typical with respect to  with conditional measuresF X8w
inherited from  .  Thus we conclude that for almost all  Ker   is typicalJ + − Jß X  P  +! 8 "
with respect to    with respect to conditional measures inherited from    on  ,  withX J8w .
respect to the complementary subspace  Ker mentioned above.Z  P Š j8 " "
 It follows that for almost every    with respect to the marginal measure  ,  it is trueC .P"
that for almost all  ,  we have  Ker   is typical with respect to  + − P ÐCÑ X  P  + X ß"" 8 " 8w
again viewing our conditional measures as inherited from    on  .  In addition, for almost all. J
+ − P ÐCÑ X  P  + J"" 8 "  the conditional measure in   Ker   inherited from    (using the
complementary subspace  Ker ) is proportional to the conditional measure in  Z  P Š j X8 " 8
 P  + P ÐCÑKer   inherited from the conditional measure on    (using the complementary" "
subspace  Ker   Therefore, we conclude that for almost every    (withZ  P ÑÞ + − P ÐCÑ8 " "
respect to the conditional measure  ),  Ker   is typical with respect to  .P ßC 8 " 8" wX  P  + X ß
using conditional measures inherited from the conditional measure  relative to the.P ßC" ß
complementary subspace  Ker .Z  P8 "
 Let    be the set of    such that  Ker   is typical withTC 8 "w ""Ð8ß 8 Ñ + − P ÐCÑ X  P  +
respect to  .  We have shown above that  L   LetX Ð ÐCÑ µ Ð8ß 8 Ñ œ !Þ8 P ßC C"" ww ". T
T TC C8ß8
wœ Ð8ß 8 ÑÞ, w
Then a standard countability argument shows that
. TP ßC C""" ÐP ÐCÑ µ Ñ œ !ß
i.e., that for almost every    and almost every  ,  the set  L   isC + − P ÐCÑ ÐCÑ  X  +"" " 8
typical with respect to    for all  .X 8ß 88 ww
 Now choose the set    to be a countable dense set in  ,  which is" ""w© U P ÐJÑ
possible since    has full measure with respect to the nonvanishing measure    on  .U P ÐJÑ"w P ". "
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For each  ,  we may assume that    converges weakly to C − P ÐC Ñ P ÐC Ñ ´ P ÐC Ñ" " #5 " # " #ß! "
(by a Cantor diagonal argument for subsequences).
 We now restrict our attention to    for some fixed  .  Note that the measureP ÐC Ñ C"" " "
on this set is the conditional  ;  the new linear functional    defined on    defines.P ßC # """ P P ÐCÑ
a new marginal measure    to the conditional  .  We will denote this marginalwith respect .P ßC"
measure with respect to   within    by  .  and its precise definition isP P ÐCÑ# P ßCàP"" . " #
. .P ßCàP P àC # " "" # "´ P ÐC Ñ ß Ð Þ Ñ4 4
where    in 4 4  is by assumption restricted so that its domain    consists only ofP ÐC ÑÐ † Ñ Ð Þ Ñ †# "
elements of   .P ÐC Ñ"" "
 Furthermore, we can show using the exact same arguments as before that for any given
C − U §" " #ßC P ßCàP ‘ .,  there exists a set    of full marginal measure with respect to  " " #
such that for  C − U ß# #ßC"
. . ÒC C " # 5 C C " #"ß# "ß#" ""ß # " #ÐP ÐC ß C Ñ  E ÑÎ ÐP ÐC ß C Ñ  EÑ "ß5 Ä _ (4.5)
where we have adopted the notation  , ,L .  Here, the measure  P ´ ÐP ßP á Ñ3 á3 3 3 3 C C" 4 " # 4 " #.
denotes the conditional measure on    with respect to the marginal defined byP ÐC ß C Ñ"ß#" " #
. . .P P ßCP""ß# " ""ß#œ .  To see why (4.5) holds, note that the conditional measure    is continuous,
and so by the same arguments as those which established (4.3),  equation (4.5) follows.
 We can again further choose    so that for almost every    (with respect to theU C"ßC #"
marginal measure  ),  the set    has full measure in    (with respect to. TP ßCàP C C " #"ß#"" # " # P ÐC ß C Ñ
the conditional measure  ).  Here    is defined as the set of all    such. TC C C C " #"ß#"" # " # + − P ÐC ß C Ñ
that  (Ker   is typical with respect to    for all  ,  with respect toP  X Ñ  + X 8ß 8"ß# 8 8 ww
conditional measures inherited from the conditional measure  .C C" # Þ
 For notational convenience, we assume that the sets  are defined in such a wayU#ßC"
that whenever    is empty,    is automatically included in  .P ÐC ß C Ñ C U"ß#" " # # #ßC"
 Now let
U œ U ß# #ßCC −, " " "
so that    is of full measure, and let    be countable set which is dense in     WeU § U U Þ# # # #
continue in this way until we have a collection    of countable dense sets in     ‘" # 8ß ßá ß
such that for any    we have that L   convergesC − œ ‚ á ‚ ß ÐC ßá ß C Ñd  " 8 3 " 3"
weakly in  ,  and such that  (N ,  and also that for any3 ÐCÑ  E ÑÎ ÐR ÐCÑ  EÑ ". . Ò" "5 5 Ä _
C − 8ß 8 RÐCÑ  X Ñ  + X +d  and any ,  (Ker   is typical with respect to any  ,  for all  w 8 8w
− R ÐCÑ C œ ÐC ßá ß C ÑÞ" " 8  in a set of full conditional measure, where  
 Consider now the partially defined adaptive information operator    withRÐ0Ñ
component linear functionals  ,  as described above. Since    isP ÐC ß C ßá ß C à 0Ñ P ÐCÑ3 " # 3" 3
defined only for    for   it follows that    is only a partially definedC − 4  3ß R4 4
information operator.  By Lemma C, we note that the radius of information with respect to  R
is approximately supported on a finite dimensional subset, and furthermore, from the proof of
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the Lemma, it can be seen that such  a set can be chosen to be of the form  ,  since    isX X8 88
dense in    and hence in any fibre  .  More precisely, given  ,  thereJ R ÐCÑß C − +  !" d
exists a finite dimensional subspace   such that if    thenX © J E œ E  X8 X 88
VÐRß WE Ñ  VÐRß WEÑ  +X8 .
 We will select the subspace    more precisely as follows.  First note thatX8
VÐRß WE Ñ X VÐRß WE ÑX X+  is a continuous function of the subspace    in that    is a
continuous function of    in the interior of its support, as follows from an argument like+ − J
that for Proposition 5 above (note that here T is a finite dimensional set, though the proof of
the result is exactly the same in this case).  Note in particular that by construction, the
subspaces    are transverse to  ,  which allows us to use an argument like that inX R ÐCÑ8 "
Proposition 5.
 We will choose    as follows.  First, choose a finite dimensional subspace  from theX X8
above collection for which    for some pre-determinedVÐRß WE Ñ  VÐRß WE Ñ X X8 !
!  ! X œ X  + + − J.  Now consider the collection of spaces of the form  ,  for  .  Let+ 8
H œ Ö+ − J l ÐE Ñ ÐE ÑÑ X X ×ß Ð Þ Ñ! + 5X + X + 7. Ò .+ +5 Ä _   and   is typical with respect to all  4 6
where    denotes the conditional measure on    with respect to the complementary.+ +X
subspace  .  Then note that    has full measure with respect to  ,  by the same argumentsZ H8 ! .
as used previously to show that the sets    have full measure.U3
 Recall we have constructed the subspaces    (with readjustments of the selection ofX8
the    if necessary) so that the    are all transverse to the subspaces    for  @ X R ÐCÑ C − Þ8 8 " d
This has been possible because the set of all possible  and hence the collection ofC − d
subspaces    is countable.R ÐCÑ"
 Now let    denote an enumeration of  ,  and define    byÖC × H3 3d
           4 7Ð Þ Ñ
H œ Ö+ − Jl ÐR ÐC Ñ  E Ñ3 5XE " 3. +
      and    is typical for all  Ò .5 Ä _ E
" 3
X + 7ÐR ÐC Ñ  E Ñ X X ×+
 Again since all of the    have full measure, we let  ,  and    also has fullH H œ  H H3 3
3
measure. Thus we can shoose an    arbitrarily close to any given number,    in such a way+ +"
that    satisfies the condition inside of 4 7  above, for all  Thus by the continuity ofX Ð Þ Ñ C − Þ8 d
the radius of information, we choose    from the dense set of values such that the condition in+
Ð Þ Ñ4 7  is satisfied, and also so that
VÐRß WE Ñ  VÐRß WEÑ  +Þ Ð Þ ÑX+ 4 8
Define  T   for this choice of  .X œ ++
 We now restrict to the finite dimensional affine subspace  .  Since  in 4 8  isX Ð Þ Ñ!
arbitrary, it suffices to show that
lim inf lim inf
5Ä_ 5Ä_
5ß 5 5 5X XVÐR WE Ñ   VÐR ß WE Ñ   VÐRß WE Ñß (4.9)
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so that our problem is now reduced to a finite dimensional one in the affine subspace  .  NoteX
now that for each  ,  and also thatC − ß ÐR ÐCÑ  E ÑÎ ÐR ÐCÑ  E Ñ "d . . Ò" "5X X 5 Ä _
. . Ò(A , so that by Lemma 4.3 for finite dimensional spaces, we conclude5X XÑÎ ÐE Ñ "5 Ä _
that indeed (4.9) holds, as desired.  Letting  0 we concliude that!Ä
lim inf
5Ä_
5 5 8VÐR ß WE Ñ   VÐRß WEÑ   V ÐWEÑÞwor
By the continuity of the local radius of information it is easy to show that even though    isR
partially defined, the fact that it is defined for a dense set of    means that it has anC
everywhere defined extension Ñ  with the same radius of information, so that
V ÐWEÑ Ÿ V ÐRß WEÑ œ VÐRß WEÑ Ÿ VÐR ß WE ÑÞ8 5Ä_ 5 5
wor ˜ lim inf
Therefore,
lim inf
5Ä_
5 5 8VÐR ß WE Ñ   ÐWEÑßRadwor
giving us the desired contradiction of the assumption (34) at the beginning of the proof.    
Proof of Theorem 3:   Assume that the result is false.  Then we have
Rad  Rad$
prob worÐ8Ñ V  Ð8ÑÞÒ$ Ä ! !
Thus there exists a sequence    such that$ Ò5 . Ä ! !
Rad Rad$5
prob worÐ8Ñ  Ð8Ñ  #
for some  .  But note that#  !
Rad         Rad$ . $5 5 5
prob worÐ8Ñ œ ÐWE ÑÞinf
E §Eà ÐE Ñ" 8
5
Therefore, there exists a sequence of sets    such that  (A ,  andE § E Ñ   " 5 5 5. $
V ÐWE Ñ Ÿ V8 85wor wor(SA) - /2.#
However, note that    is just the adaptive Gelfand  -radius of  ,  and thus thisV ÐWEÑ 8 WE8wor
statement contradicts Lemma 4.4.  Therefore, we conclude that the statement of the theorem
holds for the  0  convergence of probabilistic radii of information    to the worst$ Ä V Ð8Ñ$
prob
case radius  .V Ð8Ñwor
            We now need to translate these results into ones on cardinality of information.
Recall that the cardinality of our problem    is defined byW
card inf$ $ $ÐWß Ñ ´ G Ð Ñ œ Ö8 À V Ð8Ñ  ×ß% % %
prob
Now we wish to show that for any  ,%
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G Ð Ñ GÐ Ñ ´$ % Ò %$ Ä !   worst case complexity.
Now note that
G Ð Ñ œ Ö8 À V Ð8Ñ Ÿ ×Þ$ $% %inf
prob
Since the functions   are monotonically decreasing in    and increasing in  ,  it followsV 88$ $
without too much difficulty that according to our definitions,  )  C( )  as desired,G Ð ß$ % Ò %%Ä 0
at any continuity point    of the function  % %GÐ ÑÞ 
   The proof of Theorem 2 follows  in the same way as the proof ofProof of Theorem 2:
Lemma 3.4 above and the proof of Theorem 3.  The only difference is that the sequence  R5
of operators in the proof of Lemma 3.4 is replaced by the single operator  .   R 
          This theorem is now a corollary to Theorems 2 and 3.   Proof of Theorem 1: 
5.  The  Limit For  -average Case Complexity.: Ä_ :
 In this section we will prove the statememts of Theorem 10. For convenience here we
will define the  -  of a random variable    byP \: expectation
I Ð\Ñ œ IÐl\l Ñ ß: : "Î:
where    denotes ordinary mathematical expectation.  The average case complexity andI
radius of information are generally defined in terms of mean square error, i.e.,  .  The localI#
radius, for example, can be written in the form (see [TWW, §6.2])
V ÐRß CÑ œ I Ðm2  W0m lCÑ ´ m2  W0m Ð.0lCÑ Ð Þ Ñavg inf inf
2 −K 2−K
#
R ÐCÑ
#
"Î#Œ (
"
. 5 1
where  is the conditional measure of    on the set  ,  with respect to the. .Ð.0lCÑ R ÐCÑ"
marginal measure    on  .  To define the average radius of information for  ,. ‘R ] œ R" 8
we have
V ÐRÑ œ I ÐV ÐRß CÑÑ œ V ÐRß CÑ . ÐCÑ ß Ð Þ Ñavg avgavg# "#
"Î#Œ ( . 5 2
where    is the image of the measure    under  .  When square norms are. . ." "œ R R
replaced by    norms, we have what is called the    average local radius of information, orP P: :
V ÐRß CÑ œ I Ðm2  W0m lCÑ R:
2−K
:
avg inf ,  with the radius of information    defined by
V ÐRÑ œ I ÐV ÐRß CÑÑ: ::avg avg
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where the expectation    above is taken with respect to the measure  .  Thus theI œ R: " ". .
: 2-average radius  can also be written as an infimum over functions    given by
V ÐRÑ œ mW0  2ÐR0Ñm . Ð0Ñ Þ: 2À ÄK J
:
"Î:
avg inf
‘8 Œ ( .
Note that measurability issues regarding the function    do not arise since it can be shown2
(see [TWW], §6.2) that the local radius of information in the    setting (defined analogouslyP:
to 5 1  with 2- norms replaced by  -norms) for    is a measurable function.  The setÐ Þ Ñ : :  _
of    over which the infimum is taken therefore can simply be chosen to be simply the set of2
2  for which the locally defined function
V ÐRß CÑ œ I Ðm2  W0m lCÑ: 2 −K :
avg inf
is measurable in    (note that an equation analogous to 5 2  can also be used to define the  -C Ð Þ Ñ :
average radius of information).
           Finally, the overall  -average radius of information is given by:
V œ V ÐRÑß: :R −
avg avginf
a
where     denotes the class of admissible information operators  .a ‘R À J Ä ] œ 8
          In order to study the limit as   of  ,  we require the estimate: Ä _ V ÐRÑavg
V ÐRÑ œ mW0  2ÐR0Ñm . Ð0Ñ: 2À ÄK J
:
"Î:
avg inf
‘8 Œ ( .
  mW0  2Ð0Ñm . Ð0Ñ
  V ÐRÑ T ÐmW0  2ÐR0Ñm   V ÐRÑÑ
œ V ÐRÑ T ÐmW0  2
inf
inf
inf
2À ÄK mW02ÐR0Ñm V ÐRÑ
:
"Î:
2À ÄK
:
"Î:
2À ÄK
‘
‘ $ $
‘ $
8
8
8
ŒŒ (
ŒŒ 
Œ
$
prob
.
prob prob
prob ÐR0Ñm   V ÐRÑ
  V ÐRÑ ß
$
$
prob
prob
"Î:
"Î:$
where    is the probabilistic radius of information for probability    Thus takingV ÐRÑ "  Þ$
prob $
infima over operators    of cardinality  ,  we haveR 8
V Ð8Ñ œ V ÐRÑ   V ÐRÑ œ V Ð8Ñ Þ: :R R
"Î: "Î:avg avg prob probinf inf $ $$ $
Note that we are defining the   -average radius of order    as an infimum over information: 8
operators    of fixed cardinality  ;  see the remark after the statement of Theorem 11.R 8
         Further, letting  : Ä _ß
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lim
:Ä_ :
V Ð8Ñ   V Ð8Ñavg prob$ (5.3)
for all  .   Letting   we conclude that$ $ Ä_ß
lim
:Ä_ :
V Ð8Ñ   V Ð8Ñßavg wor (5.4)
since we have showed that the  0  limit of the right side of (5.3) is the right side of (5.4).$ Ä
         On the other hand, noting that for any random variable  ,  we have\
IÐ\ Ñ Ÿ m\m: "Î: _
we conclude that for each  Cß
V ÐRß CÑ œ I Ðm2  W0m lCÑ: 2 −K :
avg inf
œ m2  W0m Ð.0 l CÑ
Ÿ m2  W0m
œ V ÐRß CÑ
inf
inf sup
2 −K R ÐCÑ
:
"Î:
2 −K 0 −R ÐCÑ
Œ (
"
"
.
wor
Further,
V ÐRÑ œ I ÐV ÐRß CÑÑ Ÿ I ÐV ÐRß CÑÑ Ÿ m ÐRß CÑm Ÿ V ÐRÑß: :: : _ßCavg avg wor wor worR
and taking suprema over (adaptive or nonadaptive) information operators  ,  we concludeR
Ð(Þ""Ñ V Ð8Ñ Ÿ V Ð8ÑÞ: 8avg
avg (5.5)
Combining (5.4) and (5.5), we have  , as desired.  The furtherlim
8Ä_ : 8
V Ð8Ñ œ V Ð8Ñavg wor
identities stated in Theorem 11 all follow from the above identities as well.
6.  Model of Complexity and the Proof of Theorem 13
     Our model of complexity here assumes that an algorithm    for solving the problem  9 W
may have a complexity which depends arbitrarily on the solution operator    and theR
information  .  Before considering the proof of Theorem 12, we will require a lemmaC
regarding the relationship of Gelfand  -widths and compactness (the converse of this lemma8
appears in [P]).
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Lemma 6.1:   Let    be a Banach space, and let    be convex and balanced. Then ifK E § K
the Gelfand  -widths    of    converge to    is compact.8 H ÐEÑ E !ß E5
           It is easy to check that if    is convex and balanced, then our hypothesis impliesProof: E
that there exists a sequence of linear functionals    of norm 1 such that ifP5
R œ ÐP ßP ßá ßP Ñ VÐR ßEÑ Ÿ H ÐEÑ ! Ö+ × E5 " # 5 5 85,  then  .  Let    be a sequence in  .Ò5 Ä _
Then using a diagonalization argument, there is a subsequence    such that for all  + 4ß86
P Ð+ Ñ j 6 Ä _ lP Ð+ Ñ  j l  - ß4 8 4 4 8 4 646 6  converges monotonically to a constant    as  ,  with  
and    for each  .  Without loss we may assume that    decrease monotonically in- ! 4 -6 64 4Ò6 Ä _
6 4 4  ! Ð Ñ lP Ð+Ñl  and in  .  Note that for each finite    and     there is a    such that if  % $ %4 5
Ÿ Ð Ñ Ð" Ÿ 5 Ÿ 4Ñ .Ð+ß R Ñ  ß . J Þ$ % %4 4,  then   Ker  where    denotes distance in  We will
assume without loss that    is a decreasing function of  .  Choose    so that  $ %4 6 6 "#Ð Ñ 4 - - Ÿ4 4
$6 " #Ð"Î6Ñ 6   4 6 ß 6   4  for  .  This implies that for  ,
lP Ð+ Ñ  P Ð+ Ñ l Ÿ # - Ÿ Ð"Î4Ñ Ð5 œ "ßá ß 4Ñß5 8 5 8 45 46" 6# $
so that  Ker .  Therefore, for  ,. ÐÐ+  + Ñß R Ñ Ÿ "Î4 6 ß 6   48 8 4 " #6 6" #
l +  + l Ÿ R Ñ  "Î4 !ß8 8 46 6" # diam (Ker Ò4 Ä _
so that the sequence is indeed Cauchy.  Thus    is compact, as desired.    E 
         Note that since  the  -complexity is assumed to be defined forProof of Theorem 13    À %
all    (however small), it follows that the adaptive radius of information  % Ò ! V Ð8Ñwor 8 Ä _
!,  and hence that the same is true of the nonadaptive radiius and thus diameter of
information.  Therefore, the Gelfand  -widths of the set     converge to ,  so that  is8 WJ ! WJ! !
is compact. Therefore, weak convergence properties in    are translated under    into strongJ W
convergence properties.  Note in particular that if a sequence of information operators  R8
converges weakly to    in  ,  then  Ker   converges partially in the senseR J I œ WÐ R  J Ñ8 8 !
of maximal set distance to   Ker .  Specifically, the distanceI œ WÐ R  J Ñ!
sup
1 −I
8.Ð1ß I Ñ !Ò8 Ä _ (6.1)
This can be seen by the fact that we can restrict attention to a finite dimensional subspace  ,Z
and certainly (6.1) holds on restriction to   in both    and  .  Choosing   as increasinglyZ I I Z8
better approximations to   gives (6.1).  We will use the compactness of  WR ÐCÑ  J WJ" ! !
and thus finite dimensional approximability here in this way.
        For each   ,  and for each  ,  define    as an information operation and$ 9 ! - ÐR ß Ñ$ $
algorithm such that
/ ÐR ß Ñ Ÿ ß$ $ $9 %
for a fixed     and%  !ß
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GÐR ß Ñ œ Ð Ñ  ß$ $ $9 % $comp
where    denotes the total complexity  comp  (equation (1.6)).  Now withoutGÐRß Ñ ÐRß Ñ9 9
loss of generality assume that we take a further subsequence above so that the operators
R ÐCß † Ñ 8 R C$5   all have the same cardinality    and converge weakly to an operator    for    in a
dense subset    constructed as in the proof of Lemma 4.4 in such a way that all of thed ‘− ß.
conditions in that proof are satisfied.
      Define the local worst case error by::
/ÐRß ß CÑ œ m ÐCÑ  W0mÞ9 9sup
R0œC
We have
. 9 $ ÒÖ0 − J À /ÐR ß ß R 0Ñ Ÿ /×   "  "Þ! 5$ $ $5 5 5 5 Ä _
Therefore, as in the proof of Lemma , we can choose our set    so that for  d dC − ß
. 9 % Ò5C 5CÖ0 − J À /ÐR ß ß CÑ Ÿ × "ß$ $5 5 5 Ä _ (6.2)
where    is the conditional measure on    with respect to the marginal  N   and. .5C " "R ÐCÑ ß$5
J ´ J  R ÐCÑÞ5C ! "$5
      For a fixed  ,  consider the local worst case error  .  We claim thatC − /ÐRß ß CÑd 9( $5 5
lim inf
8Ä_
/ÐRß ß CÑ Ÿ Þ9 %$5 (6.3)
For suppose not.  Then we can assume (possibly by taking subsequences) that
/ÐRß ß CÑ   ß9 # %$5 (6.4)
for all  .  Thus for each    there exists    such that5 5 0 − R C5 "
m RÐCÑ  W0 m  ß9 #$5 5
However, as in the proof of Lemma 4.4, we can select a finite dimensional subspace  Z
(denoted by    in that Lemma) on which the radius of    is essentiallyX WÐR ÐCÑ  J Ñ" !
supported, so that
VÐRß Cß WJ Ñ  VÐRß Cß J Ñ !Z ! !
for some small  ,  where henceforth the subscript    on a set denotes that set intersected!  ! Z
with  .  We can, further, assume without loss that    is transverse to    and  Z J R ÐCÑ R ÐCÑ" "$5
for all    and  ,  as in the proof of  Lemma 4.4.  According to our choice of   ,  we5 C − Cd
have because of our restriction to finite dimension (see the proof of Lemmas 4.3, 4.4)
VÐR ß Cß WJ Ñ VÐRß Cß WJ ÑÞ$5 !Z !ZÒ5 Ä _
Further, since   is pre-compact, we can choose the finite dimensional set    so that theWJ Z!
maximal set distance
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$ !ÐWJ ß WJ Ñ  Þ!Z C !C
 It is then not difficult to show (using the measure theoretic arguments in the proof of
Lemma 4.4) that
$ ÒÐWJ ß WÐR ÐCÑ  E ÑÑ !Þ!C 5"( $5 5 5 Ä _
Therefore, the worst case error
/ÐRß ß CÑ œ m ÐCÑ  W0m9 9$ $5 5
"
sup
0 −R
Ÿ m ÐCÑ  W0m sup
0 −R ÐCÑZ"
59 !$ (6.5)
´ / ÐRß ß CÑÞZ 5$
On the other hand, we can select    so that     is typical for    with respect toZ R ÐCÑ  Z" .
Z .  Then arguments like those in the proof of Lemma 4.4 show that (since the measure  .
may again be assumed without loss of generality to have continuous restrictions to finite
dimensional subspaces)
. Ò .5CZ 5Z CZT ß5 Ä _ (6.6)
where  denotes the conditional of    on  ,  and    denotes the. .5CZ 5Z"   R ÐCÑ  Z T$5
projection of    onto   and    is the conditional on  R ÐCÑ  Z R ÐCÑ  Z ß R ÐCÑ" " "CZ$5 .
 Z ,  the above projections and conditionals taken with respect to a fixed complementarity
subspace of  .  The convergence above is again in the strong topology in theR ÐCÑ  Z"
space of signed measures.  Note now that by (6.2), we can select    so that in addition to theZ
properties above, it holds that
. 9 % Ò5CZ 5CZ ZÖ0 − J À / ÐR ß ß CÑ Ÿ × "ß$ $5 5 5 Ä _ (6.7)
where    is as in (6.5).  On the other hand, by (6.6), it follows from (6.7) that%Z
. % 9 % ÒCZ CZ ZÖ0 − J À ÐRß ß CÑ Ÿ × "$5 5 Ä _
(note that    can now be replaced by  ).  Since the measure    is continuous and weR R$5 .CZ
are in a finite dimensional setting, it follows that given any  ,  it is true that for all  "  ! C
− 5d  and    sufficiently large,
% 9 % "Z ÐRß ß CÑ   Þ$5
It follows from the above that letting    and    we can conclude that for any  ! " dÄ !ß C −
and  ,  if    is sufficiently large,( 5
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/ÐRß ß CÑ   ß9 % ($5 (6.8)
since    can be chosen to approximate    arbitrarily well in the sense ofZ WÐR ÐCÑ  J Ñ" !
maximal set distance.  This contradicts (6.4), proving (6.3).
      Recall that the set    was selected in such a way thatd
d ‘    œ ÖC − À C − ß C − ÐC Ñß C − ÐC ß C Ñßá ß C − ÐC ß C ßá ß C Ñ×ß8 " " # # " $ $ " # 8 8 " # 8"
where   is a countable dense subset of the real numbers.  Let us now consider5 " 5"ÐC ßá ß C Ñ
the local error as a function of  .  Let  ,  and fix  .C C œ ÐC ß C ßá ß C Ñ C œ ÐC ßá ß C Ñ" # 8 " 8"Ð8"Ñ
For  ,  define.5 Ÿ 8
d 5 " # 5 3 3 " 3"œ ÖÐC ß C ßá ß C Ñ À C − ÐC ßáC Ñ×Þ
For    letC − ßÐ5Ñ 5d
d ‘ d
CÐ5Ñ
œ ÖC − À ÐC ß CÑ − ×Þ85 Ð5Ñ
We then know that for  C − ß8 dCÐ8"Ñ
/ÐRß ß ÐC ß C ÑÑ  9 % #
† Ð8"Ñ
8$5 (6.9)
if    is sufficiently large.  Here and henceforth, the dot above the operator  ( ) generically5 †9
indicates that  ( )  has been replaced by  , where    is sufficiently close to 1 so9 9† Ð+ † Ñ +  "
that (8.18)(6.9). (or any other identity under consideration) is still valid (note that our
assumption is that the   are continuous, uniformly in  ),  but    is sufficiently small that9$5 5 +
9 9
† †
!$ $5 5has the property that for all    in    is in the domain of  .  The0 J ß RÐ0 Ñ
accomplishment of this may require that    be increased, which does not create any difficulty,5
since we assume    is so large that oour identities hold not only for    individually, but for5 5
the given    and all    greater than it.  Note that this involves no change in complexity, since5 5
the multiplier    in the argument of     may be interpreted as a multiplier of the adaptive+ 9
information operator  ,  and this does not change the cardinality of the operator  ,  theR R
scaling of whose components is initially arbitrary in any case.
Define    for some  Then    is purelyX ÐC Ñ œ Ö0 − J À R0 œ ÐC ß C8Ñ C ×Þ RÐ8"Ñ Ð8"Ñ! 8
linear in    Note that therefore if    is only partially defined in  ,  there is aX ÐC ÑÞ R CÐ8"Ñ Ð8"Ñ
unique linear extension of    in   so that    is linear there. Thus we may assumeR XÐC Ñ RÐ8"Ñ
that for each    is defined and linear in all of   ,  as opposed to justC ß R X ÐC ÑÐ8"Ñ Ð8"Ñ
d d C Ñ C − 5Ð8"Ñ .  We know that for any  ,  (8.17)(6.8) holds for    sufficiently large, so by
our allowed assumption of a uniformly bounded modulus of continuity for the  ,  it follows9$5
that for    sufficiently large it is true that for    of  ,5 0 − X ÐC Ñall Ð8"Ñ
m R0  W0m   Þ9 % #
†
$5 (6.10)
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We now begin to define the operator    for all    inR 0
X ÐC Ñ ´ R ÖC œ ÐC ß C ß C Ñ À C ß C − ×Þ5 8# 8 8" 8Ð8#Ñ Ð8#Ñ$5 ‘
First note that now    is defined for all    as long as  .  In orderR 0 − X ÐC Ñß C −5 8Ð8"Ñ Ð8"Ñ d
to extend this definition, we note that for    sufficiently large, (8.19)(6.10) holds for all  5 0
− X ÐC Ñ C −  !Ð8"Ñ Ð8"Ñ Ð8#Ñ 8#  for  y   fixed.  Thus given  ,  then for an arbitrary  d 3
there exists a     such that the set of    with (8.18)(6.9) holding (with its5 C − ÐC Ñ8" 8" Ð8#Ñ
third argument replaced by     and      replaced by   for all    is  -ÐC ß C ß C Ñ # Ñ CÐ8#Ñ 8" 8 8# # 3
dense in the set
T ´ ÖD À ÐC ß DÑ − RXÐC Ñ×Þ8" Ð8#Ñ Ð8"Ñ
By  -dense here we mean that for every  ,  there exists a    satisfying3 D − T D − T8" " 8"
/ÐRß ß ÐC ß D ß C ÑÑ   # C −9 % # ‘
† Ð8#Ñ
" 8 8$5      for all  
such that  .  Again using continuity arguments (namely the uniform continuity oflD  D l " 3
the algorithms  ),  we conclude that for sufficiently large    (and thus sufficiently small  )9 3$5 5
above, we can replace the information operator    by an operator  RÐC Ñß † Ñ R ÐC ß † ÑÐ8#Ñ Ð8#Ñ"
such that
/ÐR ß ß ÐC ß C ß C Ñ   #" 8" 8
† Ð8#Ñ9 % #$5
for all  .  To see this, note that for any  ,    and    such that (8.22)ÐC ß C Ñ C − C8" 8 8# 8"Ð8#Ñ d
holds for all  ,  we haveC8
/ÐRß ß ÐC ß C ß C ÑÑ ´ m R0  W0m   # Þ9 9 % #
† †Ð8#Ñ
8" 8
0 −XÐC ßC ßC
$ $5 5
Ð8#Ñ 8" 8
sup
Again using the uniform continuity of the  ,  there is a    such that for  9 3
†
" 8"8"
w
$5  ! lC  C l
Ÿ C3" 8,  we have for each  
sup
0−XÐC ßC ßC
† 8#
8" 8
Ð8#Ñ
8"
w 8
5m ÐC ß C ß C Ñ  W0m   #9 % #$  ; (6.11)
note that in the above supremum we have taken    from a set    whose argument uses a0 X
different choice of    than the algorithm    in the supremum.  This follows againC8"
†
9$5
because we can restrict this supremum to a finite dimensional transverse subspace  ,  suchZ
that the maximal set distance of    from    is arbitrarily small.  Since (6.11)WÐZ  J Ñ WJ! !
above is true for all  ,  we can select    so that for every    there is a3 " 8" Ð8#Ñ ! 5 C − ÐC Ñ
C lC  C l  /ÐRß ß ÐC ß C ß C ÑÑ   # C8" 8"w w Ð8#Ñ8" " 8 8
†
8"  such that  ,  and    for all  3 9 % #$5
w
− ‘ 3.  Therefore, together with (6.9) this shows that we can for a given choice of     redefine"
the operator    on    to obtain a new operator    such that :R XÐC Ñ RÐ8#Ñ "
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       For    such that    for all  (i) 0 − X ÐC ß C Ñ /ÐRß ß ÐC ß C ß C ÑÑ   # CÐ8#Ñ Ð8#Ñ8" 8" 8 8
†
9 % #$5
− R 0 œ R0‘,  we choose  ."
       For    otherwise, choose (in a measurable way) a    such that(ii) 0 − X ÐC ß C Ñ CÐ8#Ñ w8" 8"
the condition in    holds with    replaced by  ,  and define(i) C C8" 8"w
R ÐC ß C ß C Ñ œ RÐC ß C ß C ÑÞ" 8" 8 8Ð8#Ñ Ð8#Ñ w8"
In this way, the operator    has the property thatR"
/ÐR ß ÐC ß C ß C ÑÑ   #" 8" 8
† Ð8#Ñ9 % #$5
for all choices of  ÐC ß C ÑÞ8" 8
     We continue araguing in this way.  For  ,  it follows again that for  C − 5Ð8$Ñ 8$d
sufficiently large, the set of    such thatC8#
/ÐR ß ß ÐC ß C ß C ß C ÑÑ   $" 8# 8" 8
† Ð8$Ñ9 % #$5 (6.12)
is eventually  -dense for any choice of  ,  so that by the same continuuity argument as3 3
before, we can replace    by a redefined operator    which is defined for allR R" #
C œ ÐC ß C ß C ß C Ñ ÐC ß C ß C Ñ −Ð8$Ñ $8# 8" 8 8# 8" 8,  and which satisfies (6.12) for all  .  We‘
continue redefining    in this way, at each stage, getting for each fixed    anR C −Ð86Ñ 86d
operator    defined for all    for arbitraryR C œ ÐC ß C ß C ßá ß C Ñ6" 86" 86# 8Ð86Ñ
ÐC ß C ßá ß C Ñ86" 86# 8   with the property that
/ÐR ß ÐC ß C ß C ßá ß C ÑÑ   6 à6" 86" 86# 8
† Ð86Ñ9 % #$5
we may need to increase the range of    for which our reasoning is valid at each stage of this5
process; however, since at each stage we assume that our identities hold for all   larger than5
some fixed  , increasing the lower threshold    will not change the validity of previousO O
assertions.
     Finally, at the last stage we have an operator    obtained as above, and we replaceR ÐCÑ8#
it by an operator such that  is defined for all  ,  and such that for˜ ˜R ÐCÑ œ R Ð-Ð ÑCÑ R C# #8# #
sufficiently large  5Ð Ñß#
/ÐR ß ß CÑ   6  QÐj Ñ˜ # $9 % # #
†
5Ð Ñ#
for all  .  Above,    is a multipllicative constant satisfying  ,  and chosen soC -Ð Ñ -Ð Ñ "# # ÅÄ!#
that   is defined for all arguments  ,  and  is the modulus of continuity of theR˜ 0 QÐ Ñ# #
family  ,  which has been chosen to be uniformly continuous, with    a constant.  The term9$5 j
QÐj Ñ R R œ R Ð-Ð Ñ † Ñ# #  is needed to adjust for the fact that    has been replaced by  ˜# ##
(note that by our assumption  ).QÐ Ñ !# Ò# Ä_
      It follows that the  - worst case complexity is bounded above by% # 6
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GÐR ß Ñ œ -8  ÐR ß Ñ Ÿ Ð ˜ ˜cost comp )# # $$ $9 9 % $
† †
55Ð Ñ 5Ð Ñ 5# #
using (8.4).  Letting  , we conclude that5 Ä _
comp comp comp compworÐ Ñ Ÿ Ð Ñ  œ Ð Ñ œ Ð Ñß% % $ % %lim lim lim
5Ä_ 5Ä_
5
Ä!
$ $ $$5 5
so that
comp compworÐ Ñ œ Ð Ñß% %lim
$ $Ä!
as desired.  This proves asertion  .(i)
     The second assertion is proved in the remarks below.     
Remarks:
        To prove assertion  , we first consider the removal of the assumption of bounded1. (ii)
complexity.  If the complexity  comp   fails to be bounded for small  ,  the followingworÐ Ñ% %
example shows that the conclusion of Theorem 12 is false.
     For a given information operator    and algorithm  ,  again define the worst case errorR 9
by
/ ÐRß Ñ œ m ÐRÐ0ÑÑ  W0mwor 9 9sup
0 −J!
,
and the  -probabilistic error (for a given measure    on  )  by$ . J © J!
/ ÐRß Ñ œ m ÐRÐ0ÑÑ  W0mß$
. $
9 9inf sup
ÐE Ñ " 0 −E$ $
where it is understood here and afterward that all sets   in such infima are contained in  .E J$ !
     Recall we are assuming here a model of computation in which the complexity is defined by
G Ð Ñ œ Ö- R  Ð ß R0Ñ À / ÐRß Ñ Ÿ ×ß$ $9 F% 9 9 %inf sup− 0 −J
card cost
!
where card    denotes the cardinality of the information operator  ,  and cost    isR R Ð ßR0Ñ9
the assumed cost of the algorithm    applied to information  A similar definition (using9 R0Þ
/ / G Ð Ñwor worinstead of  )  is valid for the complexity  .  Under some mild assumptions$ %
regarding the model of cost (i.e., on how cost   depends on  ),  it has been shownÐ ßR0ÑÑ9 9
above that as    converges to 0$ ß
G Ð Ñ G Ð ÑÞ$ % Ò %$ Ä !
wor (6.13)
However, there exist models in which  cost   depends continuously on    and  ,  forÐ ß CÑ C9 9
which (9.1)(6.13) fails.  In fact, such models exist in canonical situations, involving Hilbert
space with Gaussian measure.
    We will construct such an example.  Let    be a Hilbert spacae with Gaussian measure,J
J Jß W À J Ä J!,  be its unit ball of    denote the identity operator.  Let    be a Gaussian.
measure on  .  Note that here the Gelfand  -widths of    do not go to  .  Let    be anL 8 WJ ! R!
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adaptive information operator of cardinality  ,  and    be a corresponding algorithm, for8 9
which  ,  and/ÐRß Ñ Ÿ9 %
GÐRß Ñ ´ - R  Ð ß R0Ñ9 9 card costsup
0 −J!
is close to its minimal value    We will here assume a model of computation for whichG Ð ÑÞwor %
it is true that for all  ,  cost   is very high unless    is near the boundary of  C Ð ß CÑ ÐCÑ R ÐCÑ9 9 "
 J!  (this case can easily be made precise).  Then it is clear that (independent of the
cardinality of  )  the worst case error (given a maximum cost we are willing to bear) of ourR
information operation together with the algorithm can be made arbitrarily close to 2.  This is
because the optimal estimate    of an    in the kernel of    will be close to the9Ð!Ñ 0 − J R!
boundary of    (by the assumption above on the model of cost), so that    can be chosen in aJ 0!
way that    is close to 2.  Thus we can arrange things so thatm Ð!Ñ  0m9
/ ÐRß Ñ   #  ßwor 9 #
for any  #  !Þ
    On the other hand, we can show that the probabilistic error    of certain other/ ÐRß Ñ$ $9
algorithms in our model is small, and in fact    of the error of  ,  even as"Î # / ÐRß ÑÈ wor 9
$ .Ä Þ0   To see this, note that due to the fact that the measure    and thus its conditional
measure    on    is Gaussian, there exist sets   of measure arbitrarily close to 1.C "R ÐCÑ E$
such that for each    it is true that for some    impliesC D − R ÐCÑß + − E R ÐCÑC " "$
lØD ß +Ùl Ÿ E R ÐCÑC "#.  Intuitively, the sets  have slices in    which are very thin in some$
directions (given by    in  .  Thus using the same information operator    as above,D Ñ R ÐCÑ RC "
choose  Then it is easy to check that (if    is chosen to be small)9 %$ÐCÑ œ D ÞC
/ ÐRß Ñ œ #  ß$ $9 (È
where   .  This follows from the fact that( Ò# Ä !!
/ ÐRß Ñ œ m+  D lß$ $9 sup
+ −E R ÐCÑ
C
$ "
together with the fact that   (where    is small),  and that both    and    are inlØD ß +Ùl Ÿ D +C C( (
the unit ball.
      Our conclusion is that for a given  cost    and    (   small),  we can find5  !! !
information operator    and algorithm    such thatR 9
GÐRß Ñ œ Gß9
while
/ ÐRß Ñ Ÿ / œ # wor wor9 ! !(C) +  
where
/ ÐGÑ ´ Ö/ ÐRß Ñ À GÐRß Ñ Ÿ G×Þwor worinf
Rß9
9 9
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However, with this same information operator and the proper choice of  for each  ,  we9 $$
find that  ,  whileGÐRß Ñ œ G9$
/ Ñ œ #  ß$ $(N,9 (È
with   .( Ò# Ä !!
     We conclude that in this model,  for    for some positive    can be% " " %œ #  ßG Ð ÑÈ wor
kept arbitrarily high (since by our assumption a central algorithm    is costly), while9
G Ð Ñ œ - R  ÐRß Ñ$ $% 9 $  card  cost   can in fact be kept low for all  ,  since we may here use a
9 9$ $which gives points      in the boundary of the set  ,  which byÐCÑ R ÐCÑ  J" !
assumption are easy to compute, and still keep our error less than  È#  Þ"
          Second, we will show that the removal of the assumption of existence of  which2. 9$
are uniformly continuous makes statement    of the theorem false.  We give a sketch here.(i)
More realistic examples exist, but this is a simple one which illustrates the principle on which
our model of computation is based.  Consider the situation in which    is two dimensional,J
J J W J!  is the Euclidean unit ball in  ,  and    is the identity operator on  .  Assume that    is.
Lebesgue measure on  ,  normalized to have unit measure. Further, assume a model of costJ!
in which    is discontinuous, in that for any information operator  ,  the complexity of9 R
computing a good approximation    with    is prohibitively high (say a cost9ÐR0Ñ R0 œ "Î#
of    recall in our model of computation and in the above theorem we assume thatQ   !à
the cost    may depend in any way on    and on  ;  dependence on    is a natural9ÐCÑ C R R
assumption in that different choices of    yield different domains for the function  .R ÐCÑ9
Assume further that for any other value of  ,  the cost of    is some small numberR0 9
7   " œ "Î# R.  In this case, given    and any information operator  ,  the worst case  -% %
complexity is    if the cardinality of the best information operator    is 1 (i.e., the cost-  Q R
- R0 œ "Î#  of one computation plus the cost of computing    if   ).  If we use the best9
information operator of cardinality 2, then the worst case cost is  ,  since in that case  #-  ! 9
is the identity operator and so has    cost.  So in any case, the worse case cost is!
comp minworÐ Ñ œ Ð-  Qß #-ÑÞ%
However, the  -probabilistic complexity is smaller, since the set of    for which  $ 0 R0 œ "Î#
has measure  .  In this case for all  ,  the complexity is!   !$
comp min$Ð Ñ œ Ð-  7ß #-ÑÞ%
Therefore, if we assume that  ,  we have that7  -  Q
lim
$ $Ä!
comp compÐ Ñ œ -  7  Ð Ñ œ -  Qß% %wor
showing the conclusion of Theorem 8.1 to be false in this case.
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7.  Semicontinuity of the Adaptive Gelfand Radius
     The techniques of proof of Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3 lead to another interesting result,
namely Theorem 12, regarding the lower semicontinuity of the so-called adaptive Gelfand
radius worst case complexity.  In addition to continuity results on the radius of information
(Proposition 5, Corollary 2.2 ), it can be shown that for a fixed  ,  the adaptive Gelfand  -8 8
radius of a set  ,  where    is a nonadaptive operator of fixed cardinality, is a lowerR ÐCÑ R"
semicontinuous function of  .  That is, if we  "slice" a convex set   with the hyperplaneR E
R ÐCÑ R C" ,  then not only is the radius of this set continuous in    and  ,  but the adaptive
Gelfand radius of this slice is lower semicontinuous in the same variables.  The technique of
this proof involves the finite dimensional reduction used in the proof of Theorem 3.
       Assume this is false.  Then there exists a pair    with  Proof of Theorem 12: ÐRß CÑ ÐR ß C Ñ5 5
Ò Ò5 Ä _ 5 Ä_ÐRß CÑ VÐE Ñ VÐE Ñß  in our topology, such that   where5C C5
E œ R ÐC Ñ  Eà E œ R ÐCÑ  E5C 5 55" "5 .
Let    be adaptive information operators of order    such thatQ 85
Ð*Þ%Ñ ÐE Ñ  VÐQ ßE Ñ  ÐE Ñ  ß Ð Þ ÑRad Rad 7 15C 5 5C 5C 55 5 5 %
with
 .  As in previous proofs (see proof of Lemma 3.4), we can without loss of% Ò5 5 Ä _!
generality take a subsequence  such that for a countable set    of information elements  ,d D
we have  ,  where    denotes the    component linearO ÐDß † Ñ O ÐDß † Ñ O53 3 53 >2Ò5 Ä _ i
functional of  ,  with convergence in the weak topology.  Let  Q QÐDß † Ñ œ5
ÐO Ð † ÑßO ÐBß † Ñßá ßO ÐDß † ÑÑ D −" # 8 8.  Since    is dense in  ,  we can choose a    suchd ‘ d
that for given  ,(  !
VÐQß DßE Ñ  VÐQßE Ñ  Þ Ð Þ ÑC C ( 7 2
Now we claim that
VÐQ ß DßE Ñ VÐQß DßE ÑÞ5 5C C5 Ò5 Ä _
To see this, consider the combined (nonadaptive) operators  T œ ÐR ßQ ÐDß † ÑÑ œ5 5 5
ÐP ßá ßP à O ßO ÐDß † Ñßá ßO ÐDß † ÑÑ T T œ ÐRßQÐDß † ÑÑ" . " # 8 5.  We have  in theÒ5 Ä _
weak operator topology.  We also have by Proposition 5
VÐQ ß DßE Ñ œ VÐT ß ÐC ß DÑß EÑ VÐT ß ÐCß DÑß EÑ œ VÐQß DßE Ñß5 5C 5 5 C5 Ò5 Ä _ (7.3)
as desired.  Note that the convergence in (7.3) is in the weak operator topology, however,
Proposition 5 applies because by Lemma C we can restrict    and    to a finite dimensionalE T
affine subspace  ,  for which (using the notation of the proof of Lemma 4.4)X
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VÐT ß ÐCß DÑß E Ñ  VÐT ß ÐCß DÑß EÑ  Ð Þ ÑX % 7 4
for arbitrarily small  .  If the rest of the radii evaluations in (7.3) are similarly restricted%  !
to  ,  then  follows strictly from Proposition 5 (since in    the convergence of    to    isX X T T5
in the uniform operator topology).  However, it is easy to check that if a sequence of    areX
chosen so that     in 7 4 , then (7.3) is verified.%Ä ! Ð Þ Ñ
    By 7 1   and 7 2  therefore,Ð Þ Ñ Ð Þ Ñ
lim inf lim inf
lim inf
5Ä_ 5Ä_
5C 5 5C
5Ä_
5 5C
C
C
C
VÐE Ñ œ VÐQ ßE Ñ
  VÐQ ß DßE Ñ
œ VÐQß DßE Ñ
  VÐQßE Ñ 
  VÐE Ñ 
5 5
5
(
(
Letting  ,  we conclude that( Ä !
lim inf
5Ä_
5C CVÐE Ñ   VÐE Ñß5
or
lim inf
5Ä_
8 5 5 8V ÐR ÞC Ñ   V ÐRß CÑÞ (7.5)
Since (7.5) holds for a subsequence of our original sequence, it also holds for the original
sequence, and thus in general for any sequence.
      Thus we conclude that for any   ,  if  ,  then    so that! ! !V ÐR ß C Ñ Ÿ V ÐRß CÑ Ÿ8 5 5 8
ÖÐRß CÑ l V ÐRß CÑ Ÿ × V ÐRß CÑ8 8!   is closed, showing that    is lower semicontinuous.   
Remark:   Though it is likely that in fact the above Gelfand radius is a continuous function of
R C  and  ,  the above method of proof does not prove upper semicontinuity. It is likely that a
modification of the arguments in Proposition 4 would prove this, and thus full continuity of
the adaptive Gelfand radius.
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